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PULLOUT SECTION B
By JAIME HODGE
City editor
One Eastern student who usually
specializes in rebuilding other people’s lives
is now looking to rebuild her own.
Cristina Coleman, a junior psychology
and family consumer sciences major, has
begun picking up the shattered pieces of her
organization, Partners Against Drug Abuse,
after a tornado Saturday destroyed the
building, located at 904 17th St. in
Mattoon. Coleman is the director of the
non-profit organization.
“We’re going to have to start over again.
We started the organization in 1988; looks
like we’ll be starting over again in 1998,”
Coleman said.
Unfortunately, the non-profit organ-
ization had no insurance for its building or
other properties such as office materials and
records, Coleman said. She said she expects
it will cost $15,000 for equipment and basic
office supplies.
Nearly everything was lost in the
tornado’s fury, Coleman said.
“(We lost) everything, literally. We had
stored everything and were looking for a
new office space so we put everything in
storage at Jake’s (Storage in Mattoon),”
Coleman said. “All the office equipment,
short of two pieces that we’re not sure if
they will work or not, (are gone). All our
records are gone. We had four or five boxes
of drug information materials that were still
sealed so we think they might still be okay.”
The organization will rebuild “definitely
in Coles County,” though probably not in
the same location, Coleman said. The lack
of insurance monies will make it a difficult
process and it may take possibly a year, she
said.
“Being non-profit  makes it a little
difficult sometimes. Most of our funding
came from our own money and donations,
so that made it a little tougher to obtain
insurance,” Coleman said.
She said she will use different methods
to raise money for the new clinic, which
involves community donations, approp-
riations from Mattoon funding and writing
grants.
“What we want to do now is learn to
write grants. That was what we were doing
when this whole thing started, was learning
to write grants, so that offers a little
protection,” Coleman said.
“It kind of depends on how things come
in (and) if we get some help with the
Mattoon funding. Of course the first people
who will get that are the homeowners,
which is understandable. We don’t know
how it’s going to affect us yet.”
Coleman said she would be sending out
letters to previous donors to solicit
donations.
“We’re going to be sending out some
letters to our previous donors and let them
know what happened and see if we can get
some money that way. We had planned to
hold an auction in October or November,
which will need to be redone,” Coleman
said.
She is one of the lucky few who do not
have to clean up their own mess. The
cleanup will be most facilitated by Jake’s
Storage, which held most of the facility’s
materials when the tornado struck.
However, the building itself that the group
used before they decided to attempt to find
another will have to be cleaned up “one
piece at a time,” Coleman said.
“Since it’s Jake’s, we won’t have to
Eastern student begins rebuilding organization after tornado
See REBUILD page 2A
By JILL JEDLOWSKI
Assoc. news editor
A bond hearing will likely be
held today for the man suspected
of shooting Coles County
Deputy Sheriff  Bob Butler
Wednesday night and fleeing the
scene of the crime on foot.
Michael Jenkins, 27,
allegedly shot Butler, 66, at
about 8 p.m. outside of Jefferson
Arms McGowan Properties, 619
Jeffer-son Ave. Butler was
rushed to Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center in Charleston,
from which he was transferred to
Carle Foundation Hospital in
Urbana at about 10 p.m., said
Coles County Sheriff  James
Kimball.
Butler remained in critical
condition in the intensive care
unit as of 7 p.m. Thursday, said
Chetan Puranik, a certified
nursing assistant at Carle.
As of 12:35 a.m. Thursday,
Jenkins, 201 E. Rudy St.  in
Mattoon, was still at large and
more than 60 law enforcement
units scoured the area searching
for any clues to Jenkins’ where-
abouts.
“Not many (units)  were
requested; most of them
volunteered,” Kimball said.
At about 9:15 p.m.
Wednesday, an armed man
matching Jenkins’ description
walked into an empty home at
1516 Adams Ave. While Jenkins
was roaming around the
residence, the owner returned
home.
Jay Cassiday, the 36-year-old
owner of the house, said he left
the house briefly to get a haircut
and didn’t  lock the doors
because he thought he would be
back shortly. More than one hour
later, Cassiday returned home to
find Jenkins pointing a handgun
in his face. Whether the gun was
loaded has not yet been
determined.
“I came in and the guy was
apparently in (the kitchen)
making sandwiches,” Cassiday
said. “Bread, cheese and bologna
(were out).”
Edging toward the house’s
front door, Cassiday said he ran
out into the street and started
yelling “Get out of my house!
“I consider myself  real
lucky,” he said. “It always pays
to lock the doors; I think I’ll do
that from now on.”
No one was harmed and
nothing was taken from the
house, Cassiday said. 
The seven-hour manhunt
began after Butler offered to
drive a hitchhiker who was on
South Fourth Street  Road to
Charleston’s Square.  What
ensued as the two entered the
Square is unclear, Kimball said.
Kimball  said that Jenkins
Suspect held;
deputy critical
KATHERINE THOMAS/Staff photographer
Alpha Sigma Alpha, sorority winners of the Airband competition, perform a mix of Celine Dion’s
“My Heart Will Go On” and “Heartbreaker” to full house Thursday evening in McAfee
Gymnasium. Pi Kappa Alpha won first out of the fraternities.
Pikes, ASA lip sync to victory
By HEATHER CYGAN
Campus editor
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity and Alpha Sigma
Alpha sorority danced their way to the stardom
Thursday night, winning the title of first place. 
With anything and everything from country to
disco, fraternities and sororities grooved in the
spirit of Greek Week. Crowds went wild and
waved glow sticks as the lip sync contest began.
“I’m pleased with all the performances,” said
Matt Hart, the Airban co-chair. “It was a good
way to end the week.”
Equipped with overalls, Sigma Phi Epsilon
took the first dance with a combination of rap and
country. The men formed a kick line and made
sure to shake some booty.
Sigma Pi followed the yellow brick road as
Dorothy, scarecrow and lion waited for the tin
man to arrive and lip sync to “Don’t go breakin’
my heart, which granted them third place. 
With boots “Made for Walkin,” Alpha Sigma
Tau arrived in cowboy attire to “Hit the road
Jack.”
Delta Chi arrived for a cold shower in yellow
We’re going to have to start over again.We started the organization in
1988; looks like we’ll be starting over again in 1998.”
– Cristina Coleman,
junior psychology and family consumer sciences major  
“
Mattoon man
may appear
in court today
See HEARING page 2A
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compare our great
low prices to theirs 3 W. Lincoln 345-4743
1-14”
Pizza
w/ 1 topping
$699
$999
1-14”
Pizza
w/ 1 topping plus Crazy
bread & 2 liter Coke
get it  delivered
same low price
get it delivered
same low price
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for delivery may apply.
Late Night Every NightCarry Out Special
Monday & Tuesday Only
1-14” Pizza 
w/1 topping
$499
We accept Master Card & Visa
Plus Free Crazy Bread
Valid for a limited time at 
participating locations.
Minimum purchases for deliv-
ery may apply.
2-12”
Mediums
w/1 topping and 
Crazy Bread 
get it delivered
same low price
$1099
Eight cited for alcohol
violations
BLOTTER
Police
Eight individuals were cited
last weekend for various alcohol
violations. The people and cita-
tions include:
■ Ryan Martin, 22, of 1720 10th
St., was cited at approximately
11:54 p.m. Saturday at his resi-
dence for sale of alcohol without
a license, according to a police
report.
■ Michelle Bahnfleth, 23, of 950
Edgar Dr., and Tamara Brydun,
20, of 2219 S. Ninth St., were
cited at 2:15 a.m. Sunday in the
1500 block of Second St. for
public possession of alcohol,
according to a police report. 
Brydun also was cited for pos-
session or acceptance of alcohol by
a minor, the police report stated.
■ Brian Fox, 23, of 1025 Fourth
St., was cited at 12:45 a.m.
Sunday at his residence for sale
or gift of alcohol to a minor, sale
or gift of alcohol without a
license and possession of a keg
without a permit, according to a
police report. Four other individ-
uals were cited as well for pos-
session or acceptance of alcohol
by a minor: Amanda Penda, 18,
of 302 Carman Hall; Corey
Griffith, 19, of 324 Taylor Hall;
Justin Anderson, 19, of 308
Taylor Hall; and Brian Goecking,
18, of 360 Carman Hall, the
police report stated.
In other city and campus
news:
■ James Langton, 20, of 1211
Second St., reported residential
burglary at 9:25 p.m. Sunday,
according to a police report. 
The burglary occurred some-
time between noon Saturday and
7:30 p.m. Sunday, the police
report stated. Reported missing
were 200 various CDs valued at
$3,000, the police report stated.
■ James Matson, 51, an electri-
cian working at the Highland
Apartments complex, located at
18th Street and Edgar Drive,
reported theft at 3:30 p.m.
Tuesday from the site, according
to a police report. 
Reported missing were three
spools of copper wiring: a 1,000
foot roll valued at $96; a 250 foot
roll valued at $80; and a 400 foot
roll of copper service cable val-
ued at $664, the police report
stated.
■ Jay Brombolich, 22, of 228
Polk Ave., and Brian Sathern, 22,
of 2500 Nantucket, were cited at
9:52 p.m. Thursday at 2500
Nantucket for possession of drug
paraphernalia, according to a
police report. 
allegedly shot Butler inside or
near the outside of the police
car and fled the immediate
area. Kimball declined to com-
ment on where the bullet hit
Butler.
He was being a good
Samaritan, Kimball said at a
press conference Thursday.
“Right now it appears that the
hitchhiker is Jenkins,” Kimball
said.
Butler reportedly notified the
police station when he was
shot.
Police arrested Jenkins at a
residence located on Berea
Lane, about two miles west of
Charleston.
Jenkins al legedly had
approached the residents, ask-
ing them for assistance, said
Herb Charleston Police Chief. 
The residents promptly noti-
fied the authorities, Kimball
said.
Jenkins is being held on a
warrant issued for aggravated
robbery of a Mattoon conve-
nience store March 2. Jenkins is
also being sought by the U.S.
Marshalls and the F.B.I. for out-
standing federal warrants, said
Bruce Harmening,  a  U.S.
Marshalls  supervisor.  Har-
mening added that Jenkins had
violated his supervised release.
“It  appears as though
(Jenkins)  was involved in
(Wednesday’s bank robbery in)
Lerna,” Kimball said, adding
that authorities are also investi-
gating whether Jenkins had any
alleged involvement in another
bank robbery on March 24 and a
convenience store robbery on
March 2 in Mattoon.
Butler has served as a Coles
County Deputy for almost 10
years.
He also served under two pre-
vious Coles County Sheriffs.
HEARING from page 1A
DREW GRANGER/Staff photographer
Coles County Sheriff James Kimball speaks to a group of television and
newspaper reporters on the steps of the Sheriff’s office in Charleston.
Kimball and other law enforcement officers updated the situation sur-
rounding the shooting of Deputy Bob Butler.
Reporting city, campus
news twice a week
WASHINGTON, Ind. (AP)
This is a place where school boys
dutifully mow church lawns and
mothers think nothing about taking
their children for a stroll along
downtown sidewalks in the middle
of the day. 
There hasn’t been a homicide in
Davies County in more than nine
years, let alone three in one day.
But a shooting rampage
Wednesday that claimed the lives
of three in Davies County and a
fourth person in southeastern
Illinois stole the secure feeling
these rural residents thought they
had.
“We like taking our kids out to
the park or something, and now
you’ve got to worry about people
coming at you, shooting you for no
reason,” said Donna McGuire, a
resident of this town of 11,000
people. “That’s something you
worry about in New York City, not
here.” 
Residents of this county, about
140 miles southwest of Indian-
apolis, say they now know their
community isn’t immune to such
problems.
“I hear about it (crime) in big-
ger cities, and it’s like it’s not
going to happen here,” said Clara
Knepp, a distant relative of Marlin
Knepp, one of the shooting vic-
tims. “Yesterday, I guess, changed
my mind.”
Police say they’re mystified as
to why Steven A. Hale, 21, and
Chalk A. Wessell, 19, both of
Washington, allegedly went on a 
shooting rampage Wednesday.
Hale was charged with first-degree
murder and attempted murder.
Indiana shooting spree leaves the
county questioning boys’ mentality
rain gear. As “The Humpty Dance” began, fraternity
members began thrusting their pelvises wildly.
Ready for flight, the Pi Kappa Alpha showed their
strength in their theme of “Top Gun.”
Sparkling in gold sequins, Broadway tapped its way
onto stage as Alpha Phi made sure “One Singular
Sensation” led them into a kick line ending in a group
split.
Milli Vanilli was back as Delta Tau Delta appeared
in ‘80s gear with shades, colored sports jackets and
ripped jeans.  “All for Love” blared on as Milli did a
back flip and the chorus line of dancers broke out in
old-school moves ending in a human pyramid.
Sporting Adidas jumpsuits, butterfly collars and
large Afros, Sigma Chi started to break it down to “Ice
Ice Baby” and “Stayin’ Alive.”
With a hissing crowd, the Sigma Nu snakes arrived
with turn tables, Tricky the Fat Boys. Tricky and the
Fat Boys started a rapping match that ended in a “Wipe
Out.” 
Then, Aerosmith hit the scene in a cow vest with red
and black tiger print pants asking the crowd to “Walk
this way.”
The ‘70s were back as Delta Zeta danced to “I’m
your Venus” and “She’s got it” in go-go boots. Then
the 80s took over the floor with “I Think I Love You”
placing them at third.
During intermission the 1998 Unity Airban team
sported the Spice Girls with very accurate costumes. 
Spatter painted T-shirts and ripped denim shorts dis-
played Alpha Gamma Delta’s theme, “Girls just wanna
have fun.”
Then, the Black Greek Council did “The Hustle” in
‘70s get up and bright colors. Vinyl jackets showed
who was boss when they ended in a step show.
Alpha Sigma Alpha lip sync to Celine Dion’s “My
Heart Will Go On” in black and red costumes. As they
finished with “Unbreak my Heart” a large heart prop in
the back parted as the routine came to a grand finale.
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and Alpha Phi earned
second place. 
“It was the highlight of this week for me,” Hart said.
AIRBAND from page 1A
clean up anything other than
what we dug out of there. The
building will just have to go a
piece at a time; however, we can
get equipment and start ordering
the books, a few at a time.”
Her organization feeds her
idea of what she would like to do
with her life, she said.
“This organization’s become
pretty much my whole life,”
Coleman said. She hopes to get
her counseling degree “so we
can do some counseling as well,”
but is thankful that she was not
at the building when the tornado
occurred.
“Thank goodness ... I was in
Decatur, in an off-campus
course, when I got (a phone call
from) one of our volunteers, Sue
Walker. It just didn’t click,”
Coleman said.
REBUILD
from page 1A
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QUIET, CLEAN!
2 Bedrooms 
2Persons
CIPS avg. $60 month
Appointments 345-4489
Happy 21st Patch
Stay out of the boys’
bathroom this year!
Will finger man be back?
By JUSTIN KMITCH
Administration editor
Five applications are being
reviewed by a six-person screening
committee for the position of asso-
ciate vice president for student
affairs.
Lou Hencken, vice president for
student affairs, said the search pro-
cess is going “very well.”
“It hasn’t been that long since
the position was announced, and
we have already received five
applications,” Hencken said. “For
the position being filled by an
internal search, five applications is
a better response than I expected.”
Hencken said the position open-
ing was announced in the campus
newsletter and at his last staff
director’s meeting. He said if the
search process continues to go
well, the screening committee
should begin hosting open-campus
interview sessions in mid-April.
“It is very possible that open
session interviews may be held
from April 15 to 25,” Hencken
said.
Tom Larson, University Police
Chief, is serving as the chair of the
screening committee. 
The committee will include
Pamela Hendry, financial aid
adviser and representative from
university staff; Shelly Flock,
director of media  relations and
representative from the presidential
area; Chuck Eberly, educational
psychology professor and repre-
sentative from Academic Affairs;
Director of Human Resources
Chuck Phillips, representing
Business Affairs; and Student
Senate Speaker Doug Stepansky,
representing the student body.
Hencken was the last person to
hold the position of associate vice
president for student affairs from
1989 to 1992 before he moved up
to the vice president position. 
Hencken said, the associate
position has not been filled since
1992, because he did not feel that
an associate vice president was in
demand-until now.
“It’s time,” Hencken previously
stated. “It has become painfully
obvious, within the last year, that I
need some help.”
Hencken said he often needs to
be at numerous places at once and
did not want the Office of Student
Affairs to be under-represented.
Hencken said the associate vice
president position is a part-time
position.
In addition to his or her normal
duties, the person selected will
help out with the Strategic
Planning process and running the
Student Affairs office in Hencken’s
absence. Included with the position
is a pay increase of $200 to $300
per month. Hencken said he is
expecting the new associate vice
president for Student Affairs to
take office near July 1.
ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate photo editor
Delta Zeta chariot team members roll away from their chariot as they trip in the mud Thursday afternoon by the
Campus Pond.  The chariot races are part of Greek Week. The winners of the competition Alpha Gamma Delta
and Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Eastern staffers vie
for associate VP job
By JOE ZUKOWSKI
Staff writer
Improvements in the appearance
of Blair Hall have come with con-
sequences, such as increased
headaches, nausea and other ail-
ments according to students that
attend classes there.
Tom Latzke, a freshman finance
major, spent a half-hour smelling
the paint fumes while waiting for
his adviser.
“After a while, they kind of grow
on you,” Latzke said.
After only a few minutes, Latzke
said his headache, which he had
when he entered the building, wors-
ened and he began to get spells of
nausea.
“(The paint fumes) didn’t help
my situation any,” Latzke added.
Jamie Sweeney, a sophomore
chemical engineering major, said
that after two months of visiting her
mother who works in Blair Hall,
the paint fumes have become
unbearable. She said that the crews
started painting two months ago
and that her headache spells began
about a week after the painting
began. She said the fumes now
overwhelm her when she visits the
second floor.
“I get headaches when I go to
visit my mom,” Sweeney said. She
voiced her displeasure for the tim-
ing of the project.
“It’s for a good cause, but they
could have done this over
Christmas or Spring Break,”
Sweeney said.
Camille Morris, a junior psy-
chology major, said paint fumes are
a nuisance when she walks through
the stairwell, but do not negatively
affect her. She said she didn’t
understand why the project was
started while school was in session,
instead of over an extended break.
“I don’t know why they didn’t
do it over break,” Morris said.
Ted Weidner, director of facili-
ties planning and management, said
the Blair Hall painting project was
done during the school year
because it was the next building on
the list for maintenance and in need
of a paint job. He said that his office
has not had any complaints about
the paint fumes.  He said when his
office receives complaints about
fumes, he tries to find money in
their budget to get a higher quality
paint with less odor.
By MICHELLE POWELL
AND SARAH MOLL
Staff writers 
Members of Eastern’s greek
organizations were on the loose
and feeding their faces Thursday
during the chariot races and food
frenzy competitions.
About 1,000 greeks rallied
together and cheered each other on
during the competition, but only
two fraternities and sororities won,
as the women of Sigma Sigma
Sigma and the men of Pi Kappa
Alpha ate their way to victory in
the food frenzy competition. 
The competition involves two
sorority and fraternity teams that
have to run, switch partners and eat
without using hands, while bowls
of applesauce and bananas, pop-
corn topped with barbecue sauce
and ice cream with chocolate
sauce, had to be empty before they
could return to the finish line. 
The food frenzy competition
was followed by the chariot races
in which 20 fraternities and sorori-
ties participated. The winners of
the chariot races were the women
of Alpha Gamma Delta and the
men of Pi Kappa Alpha. 
Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority and
Lambda Chi Alpha took second
place and  Delta Zeta sorority and
Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity won
third place.
“This was the first time chariot
races were a part of the Greek
Week activities,” said Mike
Walling, rules and games coach.
He said the competition required
each group to run 25 feet, carry a
person on a chariot and switch with
another person.  Greek Week will
continue its festivities at 3 p.m.
today as the semi-final Tugs com-
petition will be held at the Campus
Pond.  Winners for the first round
of the little men’s tug competition
were the Sigma Phi Epsilon frater-
nity, the Sigma Pi fraternity, the
Delta Chi fraternity and the Sigma
Chi fraternity. In the big men’s
competition, the winners were the
Sigma Chi fraternity, the Delta Chi
fraternity and the Sigma Nu frater-
nity.
The women’s tugs winners were
the Alpha Phi sorority, the Alpha
Sigma Tau sorority and the Sigma
Sigma Sigma sorority. 
Walling said there are 10
women in the tugs competition and
they cannot have a combined
weight exceeding 1,150 pounds.
He said there are eight men weigh-
ing under 1,800 pounds.
“Phenomenal ... greatest feeling
in the world,” said Justin Settle,
member of Delta Chi fraternity. He
said he is hoping for calm weather
in the semi-final tugs competition. 
The women of the Sigma Sigma
Sigma said they are excited for the
semi-final Tugs competition. 
“It feels great; it was real hard,”
said Jenny Litton, member of
Sigma Sigma Sigma.
“It was great,” said Dan
Bergschneider, of the Sigma Nu
fraternity. “The whole 20 minutes
we put into practice paid off.” 
For the posi t ion
being f i l led by an
internal search, five
appl icat ions is  a bet ter
response than I expected.”
-Lou Hencken,
vice president for 
student affairs
Chariot races make Greek Week debut
“
Paint fumes cause headaches, nausea for students in Blair Hall
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“Let there be spaces in your togetherness.                            
– Kahlil Gibran
today’s quote  
Faculty and students divided by gimmick
The Council on University Planning and Budgethas taken the first positive step in recognizing
problems within Eastern’s academia.
Friday CUPB approved  $150,000 to hire addi-
tional faculty members to teach integrated core
classes.
The money is only one-third of the amount that
is needed solve the prob-
lem, but taking the first
steps is a positive sign.        
The university must
continue to pursue solu-
tions to eliminate students’ inability to be admitted
into general education courses.
The CUPB approved the money to pay for tem-
porary faculty, new faculty or faculty with over-
loads and will come from the university’s fiscal
year 1999 budget. Although the budget has yet to
be approved by the General Assembly, CUPB
members deemed the appropriation “essential to
the university.”  
And that it is.
Currently a 4,000-seat backlog of general edu-
cation courses plagues the university, forcing stu-
dents to wait until their junior and senior years to
take required core classes. 
Terry Weidner, vice president for academic
affairs, and Mary Durkin Wohlrabe, chair of the
Council on Academic Affairs, said the problem
stems from the university’s increased enrollment.
With enrollment at more than 11,000, university
resources are being stretched beyond their means.
And when resources are stretched, the quality
of courses and efficiency of faculty members dete-
riorate.
The seat backlog has been steadily increasing
for the past few years, and finally actions were
taken to alleviate it. The students should applaud
the CUPB for trying to save them an extra
semester at the university.
Although $150,000 is a great deal of money, it
merely scrapes the film off the backlog problem. 
But, university officials should not wipe their
hands clean of the situation because they did
something to help solve the problem. They must
remember who they serve – the students .
Adding course sections and faculty members to
teach general education courses is essential to the
well-being of all parties involved – students, facul-
ty members, administrators and potential students
– all of which a university would not exist without.
Editorial
To the editor:
There has been considerable debate
on this page about Rep. Dale Righter’s
support of a bill that raised state taxes
$330 million for education, but con-
tained no property tax relief. His sup-
porters try to defend his vote by saying
that it was “the only plan available” and
that there were no other options.
That might work, except for one
pesky little fact. Rep. Righter didn’t just
vote for the bill ... he sponsored it. It
was his legislation. That means he was
involved in writing the bill, presenting
the bill, and in passing the bill. 
That’s why property tax advocates
like me are so disappointed. For him to
have taken such a central role in pre-
senting and passing this bill means he
had a precious opportunity to fight for
property tax relief. He didn’t take
advantage of the opportunity.
If this new plan for property tax
relief he claims to be pushing is such a
good idea, why wasn’t it included a few
months earlier when he passed all of
those tax increases? It seems like that
would have been the perfect time to
lessen the blow his legislation had on
people’s wallets.
He didn’t fight for property tax relief
when he had the chance. That’s a fact. It
doesn’t mean he’s a bad person, and it
doesn’t mean he can’t change his mind
on the importance of this issue. But he
should at least have the courage to stand
on his record and accept responsibility
for his actions. He and his supporters
shouldn’t play word games to hide from
the truth.
Dan Chesrown
Brocton
your turnRep. Righter shouldhave supported  
property tax relief
Bravo to the Faculty Senate fordiscussing the ‘Student is...’
poster (DEN  2/18/98). The
University Marketing Committee
had mailed the poster to depart-
ment chairs.
Nancy Marlow and John
Allison raised concerns about the
poster’s message and its
likelihood to backfire. The poster
says:
■ THE STUDENT IS...
...the most important person on
campus.  Without students, there would be no  need for the
Institution.
...not a cold enrollment statistic but a flesh and blood human
being with feelings and emotions like our own.
...not someone to be tolerated so that we can do our thing.
They are our thing.
...not dependent on us. Rather, we are dependent on them.
...not an interruption of our work, but the purpose of it.
Though the faculty/student relationship has profound
importance for the university,  the ethics and values of that
relationship are seldom debated in open forums. 
The faculty position espoused by the poster seems to be
belly-up and servile as if the author is in haste to overbal-
ance student / faculty status in favor of the student. The play
toward students as market is graceless. What must be
assumed for the poster to have a point, is that  the reverse is
the norm;  that faculty assume that the students are low life
peasantry, expected to strain in academic harness in pursuit
of grades. The poster moves to this opposite extreme in pre-
senting a paradigm that is power-laden and conflictual.  It is
weighted with oppositions and models alternating sub-
servience.
The EIU mission statement ends with the idea that the
university experience should be one of opportunity, enabling
the individual to act as “a responsible citizen in a diverse
world.”   Pedagogically unpacking the worn out phrase,
“responsible citizen,” reveals values of autonomy, indepen-
dence, trust, care, liberty and integrity.   Intellectual and
moral autonomy  (the aims of education envisioned by Jean
Piaget) are in sharp contrast to students’ acquiescence and
professors’ scheming for high student evaluations.
[Recently, grade inflation at universities has sparked a
national debate (NYTimes, 2/18/98, front page; 2/24/98,
A24)].  Both faculty and students have responsibilities and
opportunities  to make contributions to the arts, sciences,
and humanities and to their larger communities.  Hence citi-
zenship becomes the mutual enhancement of others.
Paulo Freire in his liberating literacy work with the
Brazilian peasants undertook the process of education as
mutual engagement in critical
issues: ‘conscientizacao.’  For
him, education had no teachers,
no students, no classes; rather,
educators, educatees and dialog
circles.  Both Piaget and Freire
eschew banking models and facto-
ry models of education. The bank-
ing model corrupts education by
turning its humanizing processes
into “massification.”  The students
warehouse or “bank” information.
The factory model implies
“domestication.”  The students are manipulated and tamed,
becoming malleable products under threat of suffering long
term social and economic consequences.  Both Freire and
Piaget reject  profit hungry agendas pursued at the expense
of collectivist values. 
If we as faculty have come to help students, as the poster
suggests, we have not found  balance within the faculty stu-
dent  dilemma.  With helpers and those needing help, we
operate a deficiency model.  Lilla Watson, Australian abo-
rigine, extrojected (Freire) from the deficiency model.   She
said, “If you have come to help me, you are wasting your
time.  But if you have come because your liberation is
bound up with mine, let us walk together.”  
Mutually liberating pedagogy has been an ideal in U.S.
education.  The Progressive Education Association in 1933,
expressed the goal of a new program of education:
■ to foster in [students and in ourselves] a profound
devotion to the welfare of the masses, a deep aversion
to the tyranny of privilege, a warm feeling of kinship with
all races of mankind, and a quick readiness to engage in
bold social experimentation.
Faculty and students walk together in educational settings
which become ever more inclusive public spheres,  to face
real world issues with the goal of social melioration.  
Issuing from the University Marketing Committee, the
poster has the look of an advertising gimmick.  Here the stu-
dent is viewed as a marketable commodity, a kind of fetish
artificially inflated to the highest value, chiefly by deflating
value of the faculty, this for the purpose of enhancing mar-
ket shares.  The committee might emphasize the strength,
commitment, excellence and demanding nature of the facul-
ty at  EIU, such that the students with the guidance of the
faculty will receive an EIU undergraduate education second
to none in the state of Illinois.
– Judy Barford is a assistant professor in the department of
early childhood, elementary, and middle level education.
Bob Barford is a a professor emeritus of the department of
philosophy. They are guest columnists for The Daily Eastern
News. 
BOB AND JUDY BARFORD
Guest columnists
L e t  y o u r  v o i c e  b e  h e a r d .  E - m a i l  u s  a t  c u r l b 4 @ p e n . e i u . e d u
University taking
first steps to help
class overloads
The Daily Eastern News accepts let-
ters to the editor addressing local, state,
national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and staff
should indicate the department. Letters
whose authors cannot be verified will
not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
Letter policy
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HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PICTURE AND MESSAGE
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Otis
What happens when
32 teeth try to fit into
a size 28 mouth?
For most of us, wisdom teeth represent
four additional teeth that our mouth can’t
accommodate.  The result can be impacted
wisdom teeth producing pain and possibly
causing damage to the other teeth.
It is not unusual at this time of year for
students to have trouble with their wisdom
teeth.  Stress and lack of proper rest and diet
seem to act as a catalyst for a wisdom tooth
flair-up.
Ideally the mouth should be x-rayed in
the teen years to tell if the wisdom teeth are
going to present a problem.  If so, early
removal is usually easier, less complicated
and recovery time is much shorter.
At Affiliates in Oral & Maxillofacial
Surgery, the removal of wisdom teeth is done
as an outpatient surgery in our offices and is
often covered by insurance.
Affiliates in Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
102 Professional Plaza
Mattoon, IL 61938
217-345-7070      Philip R. Banghart, DDS
If you’re reading this, 
so are they.
Advertise
By TAMMIE SLOUP
Staff writer
Members of the Council on
Academic Affairs  Thursday
were told that students, faculty
and advisers  overal l  have a
“negative” feeling regarding the
implementation of integrated
core classes.
The CAA discussed faculty
and student reactions regarding
the importance of general edu-
cation that were expressed dur-
ing focus groups.
The feedback was gathered
from a second round of focus
groups that was formed to dis-
cuss concerns about the general
education curriculum.
“There were seven groups
with 45 participants,” said CAA
member Jill Owen.
Owen said the focus groups
revealed that recognition of fac-
ulty who teach core classes is
low. She said that the groups
thought recognition could be
higher if class sizes were lower
and if the faculty were acknowl-
edged by their department chair.
She also said  student evalua-
tions of faculty tend to be lower
for those who teach core class-
es.
The group was asked why a
liberal arts component is impor-
tant and Owen said it provides
an “integrative set of experi-
ences for students.”
The focus group revealed sev-
eral  ideas for  improvement
including the “addressing the
writing issue” and increasing
funds, Owen said.
An analysis of the nine traits
and abilities also was prepared
by CAA members Ken Sutton
and Bill Addison. 
“We are addressing how peo-
ple said they thought that all
nine traits and abilities were
supposed to be (incorporated) in
each class,” Sutton said. “For
example, in math, there’s not a
lot  to do with mult icultural
awareness.”
The idea was that one trait or
ability from each of the three
categories: attitudes, skills and
content understandings, should
be incorporated into each inte-
grated core class. 
Four course proposals also
were approved by the CAA:
FLS 1191C - Beginning Spanish
I Honors,  FLS 1192C -
Beginning Spanish II Honors,
FLS 2201, 2202 - Intermediate
Spanish, Honors, and an Honors
Program in Theatre Arts.
FLS 1191C -  Beginning
Spanish Honors will be a study
abroad program in Mexico, said
Herbert Lasky, director of hon-
ors. The course will be eight
credit hours and will be split
into two sessions. The first will
be two weeks and the second
will be for 16 weeks. 
“The first  two weeks are
intensive and it is to get students
started,” Lasky said. “It’s an
experimental process. 
“The primary gist of the pro-
gram is to get (students) to go
abroad.”
A minister from New York
will speak tonight to students
about how to deepen their rela-
tionship with God.
Dean Trune will speak from 7
to 9 p.m. at  the Christian
Campus House located behind
Lawson Hall. 
Roger Songer, associate cam-
pus minister, said Trune’s focus
is for people to understand that
their Christian life needs to be
prayer based. Trune will not
have a set   program, Songer
said.
He will preach sermons from
9 a.m. to noon Saturday and at
10:30 a.m. Sunday. 
Songer said he met Trune at a
conference in Kansas City.
Trune is a minister with harvest
ministries in New York, he said. 
Songer expects about 100 to
150 people to attend the prayer
seminar. 
“This is the Christian Campus
House’s first time doing a semi-
nar with Trune,” Songer said.   
Songer said the seminar is
special and encourages students
to attend the seminar and learn
how to deepen their relationship
with God through prayer. 
The seminar is hosted by the
Christian Campus House and is
free to the public. 
Prayer’s role in religion
focus of minister’s talk
Integrated core gets bad review
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Food and Drug Administration
has approved a new no-calorie
artificial sweetener that tastes
like sugar but is 600 times
sweeter.  Johnson & Johnson’s
sucralose is the only artificial
sweetener made from sugar.
Scientists changed sugar’s
molecules to make the sweet-
ness more intense but not allow
it to be absorbed. 
“The enzymes in your diges-
tive system do not recognize the
molecule as a sugar.” said Les
Goldsmith of McNeil Specialty
Products, the Johnson &
Johnson
FDA okays
sweetener
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is holding its
Time: Registration starts at 8am  
Race starts at 8:30am
Place: Campus Drive in front of Coleman Hall
Cost: $12.00
Proceeds go to prevent child abuse.
Everyone is
WELCOME!
Bring a friend!
5K Run / Walk
Saturday, April 14th
Treasure Island Furniture
&
Mini Storage
(217) 348-1041 5 X 10
$25 month
10 - 5
Mon. - Sat.
620 West State
Charleston, Il 61920
STUS WEEKEND
$1.00 $1.50
75¢
$3.50 $1.7
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S
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MIAMI (AP) - Jeff Blauser’s
RBI single capped a two-out rally
in the ninth inning Thursday and
the Chicago Cubs overcame an
early six-run deficit to beat the
Florida Marlins 8-7. 
With the score tied in the ninth,
Jay Powell (0-1) hit Mark Grace
with a 2-2 pitch and pinch-hitter
Jose Hernandez singled. Blauser
then lined a 1-0 pitch into left
field, easily scoring Grace. 
Rod Beck allowed the first two
Marlins to reach in the ninth, but
following a sacrifice, Charles
Johnson and Craig Counsell struck
out.
Beck got his 200th save, a mile-
stone reached by only 20 other
pitchers.
Bob Patterson (1-0) pitched 1 2-
3 scoreless innings. 
Cubs pinch hitter Manny
Alexander made the score 7-7 with
a two-run pinch-homer in the sixth
against Jesus Sanchez. Tyler
Houston drove in four runs for
Chicago with a groundout and a
three-run homer. 
Gary Sheffield hit a three-run
homer, his second, in Florida’s six-
run first inning. Cliff Floyd hit a
solo homer, his second. 
Chicago starter Jeremi
Gonzalez departed after failing to
retire any of the seven batters he
faced. Gonzalez allowed three hits,
four walks and six runs as the
Marlins scored six times in the
first for the second time in three
games.
Florida’s Rafael Medina, mak-
ing his major-league debut,
allowed seven hits and five runs in
five innings. Marlins starters had
an ERA of 8.22 in the three-game
series, and Cubs starters were at
16.00.
Cliff Floyd and Edgar Renteria
walked to start the Florida first.
Ryan Jackson singled home a run
before Sheffield homered.
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) _ Tom Penders, the win-
ningest basketball coach in University of Texas his-
tory but the target of a player revolt, resigned
Thursday. 
“It is with mixed emotions that I resign,” Penders
told a news conference. 
“I dedicated the last 10 years of my life to bring-
ing the university a basketball program that every-
one could be proud of,” he said. 
Penders’ resignation came 3{ weeks after four
players met with the athletic director DeLoss Dodds
and complained about the program. 
The departing coach said he believes ``the future
is bright for Texas basketball and for me and for my
family as well. It is the time in my life to pursue
other options.’’ 
Dodds praised Penders. 
He said Penders was the coach “who brought
Texas basketball to a new competitive level.” 
“Tom has worked hard for the University of Texas
for 10 years. He’s put UT basketball in the national
limelight,” Dodds said. 
The announcement followed nearly a month of
controversy surrounding the basketball program. 
University officials have been conducting an
investigation over the past two weeks into the
release of basketball player Luke Axtell’s academic
progress report to a radio station. 
An assistant coach said he released the report the
day after Penders suspended Axtell for academic
reasons.
Before that, Axtell and three other players had
met with Dodds to voice complaints about the pro-
gram and Penders.
Two of those players, Axtell and Gabe Muoneke,
have said they intend to transfer. 
Backup point guard Anthony Goode said before
the end of the season that he also plans to leave. 
“Coaching has a rhythm to it and we seemed to
lose ours,” said a high-ranking UT source, speaking
on the condition of anonymity. 
“I think Tom and the university are doing the
right thing. It will be a new start for the program,
and I’m sure Tom will land on his feet very quickly.” 
Penders, who had a record of 208-110 at Texas,
averaged nearly 21 wins and took the Longhorns to
the NCAA tournament eight times in 10 seasons. He
had four years remaining on a contract that pays him
$550,000 per year. 
Penders will be paid $643,000. His assistant
Longhorn coach quits amid revolt
Cubs comback for one-run win
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The junk yard
LOCATED NEXT TO JIMMY JOHN’S
FRIDAY NIGHT
Fish Bowl Challenge 
for T-shirts
50
$
dra
fts
$1.
50
mix
ers
$1.
50
bot
tles
$1.
00
sho
ts
All Sandwiches
$1.00 off
All Appetizers
$1.00 off
Art Space
714 Monroe
348-1810
ALL YOUR NEEDS FOR
BEADS, BEADS, BEADS
Mon-Fri : 3:30-6
Sat : 11-5
With this 
Add Save 
10%
509 Van Buren 345-2380
Friends
&Co
Friday April 3
free live blues
from Champaign
the DELTA KINGS
show starts @ 10:00
Sat, April 4
PEACH GRAVEL
w/ special guest
Crazy Marvin
doors open 9:30
show starts 10:00
$300 admisssion
Lunch Special
1 10” Pizza 2 item
2 drinks
$5.99+tax
Papa’s Choice
X-TRA LARGE
2 item
$10.50+tax
Papa Pak
1 lg 1 topping w/breadsticks
&2 ltr Coke
$11.99+ taxadditional
toppingsexp 4/5/98
Charleston
426 W. Lincoln
348-8282
Turkey Burger.................................................$3.25
French Club Sandwich....................................$2.95
Express Lunch Menu Available!
Dinner Special
All You Can Eat Walleye Fish.........................$6.50
Drink Special: 16 oz. Drafts.....................$1.75
Domestic Long Necks.....................................$1.75
Try our Walleye!
Friday Lunch Special
Drinks Fri. and Sat.
The 1st Annual Wesley
Foundation Semi-Formal
April 4th, 1998
8pm-12am
Cost : $3 Single
$5 Couple
* Across from Lawson & the corner of 4th & Roosevelt
AT THE LIGHTHOUSE
QUIET, CLEAN!
2 Bedrooms 
2Persons
CIPS avg. $60 month
Appointments 345-4489
Broke after
break?
Advertise
in
The Daily Eastern News
Advertise.
BY KYLE BAUER
Staff writer
The Lady Panther’s conference
season kicks into high gear this
weekend as Eastern will face off
against its first Ohio Valley
Conference opponents on a busy
weekend. 
At 3:00 p.m. on Friday after-
noon Eastern will square off
against Tennessee Tech in a home
double header.
At 1:00 p.m. on Saturday,
Tennessee State will come in to
town for another two-game set. 
Eastern will then close out the
weekend on Sunday with yet
another double header against a
Tennessee team, the opponent
being Middle Tennessee.
This could prove to be one of
the most important weekends in
the young season for the Panthers.
They will play six games in
three days, all against conference
foes. It is very important to get off
to a good start in the conference
so you do not fall behind come
tournament time.
Panther head coach Lloydene
Searle is well aware of this. 
“It certainly brings confidence
when you are successful right
from the get go,” Searle said.
“It is very important to be com-
petitive and take charge and do as
well as you can early on.”
This weekend will also give the
Panthers a chance to get a look at
their competition and adjust to the
different teams. 
“Of course we want to be suc-
cessful and compile wins, but we
will have a chance to find out
about their pitchers and make
adjustments,” Searle said.
“We want to be able to take
something out of that game for
the next time we play them.”
First up for the Panthers will be
an offensive-minded  Tennessee
Tech team.
The Golden Eagles are off to a
good start, posting a 1-0 confer-
ence record, and 9-6 overall. 
The Golden Eagles currently
lead the OVC in batting percent-
age as a team. Tech boasts a .339
overall batting average.
Next up for the Panthers will
be struggling Tennessee State. 
State is 0-2 in conference play
and 4-12 overall.
Tennessee State rests near the
bottom of almost every team sta-
tistical category.
The pitching staff has been a
weak link in the Lady Tiger chain
this season. As a staff the State
hurlers have posted an ERA of
5.77. Heading up the Lady Tiger
pitching crew is sophomore
Kanika Adams, who is 1-2 on the
season. Adams has an ERA of
4.74 in 20 innings of work. She
has given up 18 runs this season.
Last season the Lady Tigers
were swept in four games by the
Panthers.
State was blanked by Eastern
twice last season, 8-0 at Eastern
and 17-0 at State.
Eastern will then close out the
long weekend against first place
Middle Tennessee.
The Eagles are an even 2-2 in
the OVC and lead the East divi-
sion. Overall Middle Tennessee is
14-14.
The Lady Raider pitching staff
is anchored by sophomore
Amanda Kendall. With a record
of 7-5 on the season, Kendall has
acquired an ERA of 1.67.
Eastern is coming into this
weekend with a little bit of bad
luck.
The Panthers have had a few
games canceled due to rain.
Coming into a full conference
season, you want as much prepa-
ration outside of the conference as
you can get.
“It has been kind of hectic
because we have had a lot of
games rained out, most recently
SIU,” Searle said. “We need those
games to prepare for the week-
end.”
Softball team plays six to open conference season
IKUYA KURATA/ Phot editor
Sophomore pitcher Kim Schuette hurls a pitch toward a batter in a
game from last week.  The first two games begin at 3 p.m. today.
did  today, he’s a very talented
player.”
Aces Stephen Hawkes defeat-
ed Panther Justin Miles 6-3, 6-3.
The doubles matches were all
Evansville.
At No. 1, Festino and King
defeated Jacobs and Kantor 8-6.
Aces Hawkes and Bruce won the
No. 2 match 8-6 over Cook and
McArthur. Finally, Amadeo
Marino and Brockriede took
Miles and Letuchy all the way to
9-8 for the win.
The men play again Friday as
Ohio Valley Conference foe
Morehead State comes to town
for a 2 p.m. match.
“They’re struggling,” Reid said
of Friday’s opponent.
“They may be down, but any
team on any given day can come
in and play well.”
The men’s tennis team will
now face a series of conference
foes, the first of which is
Tennessee State, 2 p.m. Saturday
at the Lantz tennis courts.
TENNIS from page 8A
AUSTIN, Texas (AP) _ Tom Penders, the win-
ningest basketball coach in University of Texas his-
tory but the target of a player revolt, resigned
Thursday. 
“It is with mixed emotions that I resign,” Penders
told a news conference. 
“I dedicated the last 10 years of my life to bring-
ing the university a basketball program that every-
one could be proud of,” he said. 
Penders’ resignation came 31/2 weeks after four
players met with the athletic director DeLoss Dodds
and complained about the program. 
The departing coach said he believes ``the future
is bright for Texas basketball and for me and for my
family as well. It is the time in my life to pursue
other options.’’ 
Dodds praised Penders. 
He said Penders was the coach “who brought
Texas basketball to a new competitive level.” 
“Tom has worked hard for the University of Texas
for 10 years. He’s put UT basketball in the national
limelight,” Dodds said. 
The announcement followed nearly a month of
controversy surrounding the basketball program. 
University officials have been conducting an
investigation over the past two weeks into the
release of basketball player Luke Axtell’s academic
progress report to a radio station. 
Longhorn coach quits amid revolt
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By DAVID PUMP
Staff writer
Weather wasn’t a concern at
Eastern on Thursday as the Big
Blue Classic began with the hep-
tathlon at O’Brien Field.
Panther representative Josh
Stroot is in third place and Lady
Panther representative Vicki
Sleezer is in second going into the
final events on Friday.  Stroot has
2,742 points and trails second place
Justin Wilson from University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee by 85
points. Friday will give Stroot a
chance to compete in his strong
events - the pole vault and javelin
throw.
Sleezer is trailing Danville’s
Olivia Warfield by 88 points.
Sleezer’s strong event is also the
javelin throw, the second event
scheduled on Friday.
The heptathlon will precede the
throwing events on Friday after-
noon and the track events begin on
Saturday. 
The Big Blue Classic will have
one of the toughest fields (Bradley,
Illinois State, Missouri-Kansas
City, Southern Illinois-
Edwardsville, Southern Indiana,
Western Illinois and Wisconsin-
Oshkosh) in recent years coach
Tom Akers said.
“This meet will be our next big
test before the conference meet,”
he said.  “I think they (the track
members) are excited about the
good competition here on our
track, and it is some of the toughest
competition we have had here.”
Middle distances will be com-
petitive, but Eastern senior Mike
McBride said he isn’t worried
about the competition, but rather
his own performance.
“The main thing is to take my
races one at a time and battle the
natural elements; rain, wind, sun,
no sun, just the outdoor environ-
ment,” he said.
The showdown is between the
top track teams from the Ohio
Valley Conference, Eastern, and
the Missouri Valley Conference,
Illinois State.
“It is a great chance to measure
the two conferences; we will talk
about it a little on Friday,” Akers
said.  “Every time you run it is a
pride thing, but you just have to get
out there and compete.” 
O’Brien Stadium should give
the Panthers a boost, but with a
total of 590 athletes Akers said it
might be hard to show team unity.
“It’s going to be tough to see
team unity,” he said.  “This is one
place we need to start coming
together and gain team unity.”
Women’s coach John Craft said
the meet is a good chance for the
Lady Panthers to get prepared for
the challenges ahead. “We want to
make a good showing with some of
the parents and grandparents mak-
ing the trip,” he said.  
Dee Waters and Candy Phillips
had a good week in practice Craft
said.
“Waters and Phillips (high)
jumped well last night and had one
of their best practices of the year,”
he said.
The throwers have made steady
improvements Craft said, but they
will be without Stephanie Brandt.
Another area that has improved
for the Lady Panther’s is the dis-
tance runners who will be getting a
boost this weekend Craft said.
“They are doing an excellent
job. Erika Coull-Parety, Kathy
Hults, Cristen Conrad, Sue Langer,
Jodi Milas and Megan Spicer are
back into the line-up,” he said.
Craft said the weather may not
be nice this weekend, but it cannot
be used as an excuse.
“We can’t make excuses, every-
one is in the same conditions and
we have to compete in every condi-
tion and give 100 percent,” he said.
Big Blue Classic is off to running start
File photo
Two Panther runners compete in the a meet last year. The Panther track teams are competing in the Big Blue
Classic this weekend. The meet will pit Eastern against 11 other teams including Illinois State, Western
Illinois and Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
By JOSH HARBECK
Sports editor
It may be a bit later in the sea-
son than they wanted but the
men’s tennis team notched its
first win of the Spring Thursday
with a 4-3 win over visiting
Evansville.
The Panthers needed a strong
performance in the singles
matches, and they got just that.
The second player Mike Jacobs,
No. 4 player Joe Kantor, No. 5
player Sargy Letuchy and No. 6
player Jon McArthur all posted
wins to give Eastern the victory.
Eastern needed the singles
wins because Evansville swept
the doubles matches to win the
doubles point, and coach Marla
Reid said the performance was
gutsy.
“It was a good win for the
guys because we lost the doubles
point,” she said. “Sometimes los-
ing that doubles point can get a
team down. (The win) gives them
extra incentive and shows that if
you don’t win the doubles point
you can still win the match.”
Kantor and Jacobs both won
their first singles matches of the
spring.
Kantor needed three sets to
take down Evansville’s Jeff King.
Kantor won the first set 6-3
before dropping the second set 2-
6, but he rebounded to take the
match with a 6-3 win in the
deciding set.
Jacobs needed only two sets to
storm through Evansville’s Steve
Brockriede. Jacobs won the
match 6-2, 6-3.
Reid said she noticed a differ-
ence in the way the team carried
itself Thursday.
“They had their heads up and
they started to get more motivat-
ed,” she said. “That just comes
from having more confidence.”
McArthur and Letuchy both
came through with two-set wins.
McArthur beat Jim Morgl 6-2, 6-
1.
Letuchy smoked Will Bruce 6-
0 in the first set, but then fell
behind 1-4 in the second set
before rebounding for the 6-4
win.
“That’s the way it is. When it’s
0-3 or 1-4 you can’t throw in the
towel and think the match is
over,” Reid said. 
The match was the final and
decisive point for the Panthers.
“Our solid players are No. 5
and No. 6,” Reid said. “They’re
doing really well.”
Evansville got singles wins at
No. 1 and No. 3. Evansville’s
Leandro Festino defeated Panther
Brad Cook 6-2, 4-6, 6-1. 
Reid said Cook fought all the
way through the match.
“(Cook) lost to a very good
player,” she said. “He fought and
scratched. When he keeps his
head and stays in focus, like he
Panther netters ace Aces, 4-3
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
The Panther baseball team will
try and take sole possession of first
place in the Ohio Valley
Conference this weekend when it
hosts a three-game series against
Murray State. 
Eastern (6-2 in the OVC, 17-7
overall) and Murray will play in a
double header beginning at 1 p.m.
Saturday, and will end the series
with a single game at 1 p.m.
Sunday. 
“One thing we noticed about
Murray when we played them last
year was they are a very good hit-
ting team,” Panther head coach Jim
Schmitz said. “They have a lot of
players returning from last year, so
they have a very offensive team.
Our pitchers had a good midweek,
and a key based on that will be
how well they perform.”
The Panthers are currently in a
tie for first place in the OVC with
last year’s conference champion
Tennessee Tech. The Golden
Eagles will host Morehead State
for a three-game series this week-
end.
Murray currently sits in seventh
place in the OVC with a 5-7 con-
ference record and an 8-23 overall
record.
“In the conference we’ve com-
peted well and won some close
games and had some good battles,”
Murray head coach Mike Thieke
said. “We still feel we have a
chance  to win the conference, and
we know our backs are against the
wall. Hopefully our kids will
respond with a good weekend
series against Eastern.”
Thieke said he does not know
what type of a Thoroughbred team
will come to play this weekend
against Eastern.
“Some days we play well and
we manage to get beat, and other
days we don’t play well and get
beat,” he said. “Some days we play
extremely well and we win.”
At Tennessee Tech last week-
end, Murray got swept in a
Saturday double header but came
back to win the final game of the
series 11-10 in 10 innings. Murray
showed its offensive power in the
first game of the double header as
it pounded out six doubles in just
seven innings of play. 
Eastern is coming off a confer-
ence weekend when it took 2-of-3
games from Southeast Missouri.
Even though Eastern did win the
series, Schmitz said he would like
to see some improvements in his
teams defensive play.
“It’s just a matter of having an
aggressive attitude,” he said. “We
showed that yesterday (in the dou-
ble-header sweep over Northern
Illinois). I’m pleased with how we
went about yesterday’s games.”
Panthers make pitch
to control first place
KATHERINE THOMAS/Staff photographer
Eastern’s Justin Miles follows through on an overhand smash while
partner Sargy Letuchy looks on. Eastern won the match 4-3.
See BASEBALL page 6ASee TENNIS page 7A
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The 1998 Graduate Art Exhibition
will open Saturday and continue through
April 26 at the Tarble Arts Center.
Admission is free and all art enthusiasts
are encouraged to view the displays.
Current Masters of Arts candidates in
Studio Art have produced the pieces
included in this annual exhibition. Since
the 1982-83 school year, the Art
Exhibition has served as a group thesis
exhibition of artwork.
Participants in this year’s exhibition
include Heather G. Colombatto (draw-
ing), Yoko Kawazoe (printmaking), Phil
Negley (watercolor), Suzanne M. Seiler
(weaving), A. Gail Trower (drawing and
painting), and Cindy Westfall (metals).
Michael Watts, director of the Tarble
Arts Center, said all the MA candidates,
excluding Phil Negley, produced their
works for the exhibition this year.
Each artist wrote a personal state-
ment on their artwork and what inspired
their creative process.
Heather Colombatto’s work includes
several life size charcoal self-portraits
that represent her own past relation-
ships. She used words, directly from her
journal, in her drawings to emphasize
her life history.  
“By allowing myself to reflect on the
past, it is easier for me to understand
why it is important to focus on the
future,” said Colombatto.
Colombatto hopes her work will con-
vey to the viewer “a figure that is with-
drawn from what is going on around
her.”
Yoko Kawazoe used dead birds as the
focus of her series. Her unique subject
matter came as a result of dealing with
the death of a loved one. 
Kawazoe started taking photographs
of dead birds, converted them to char-
coal drawings, and then transferred the
drawings onto etching plates. The result
is Kawazoe’s own abstracted images.
“As I studied the photographs, I found
I was far more interested in birds which
?dorning the Main Gallery of theTarble Arts Center this weekend willbe creative artwork featuring paint-
ings of bird carcasses and nude female bodies.
by alison l. paplaski
Staff writer
see ??????? page 3b
photos by anna betzelberger
???????????????????????
Annual graduate art exhibition to be held
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MOA Quiz:
Q: What is the one day of the year in which
you can do really crappy things to people and
write it off as good, old-fashioned all-American
fun?
If you said President’s day...you’re dumb!!
Where did you get President’s day from?
President’s day should be a day of solemn day of
reverence when we genuflect about our country’s
great leaders. 
The answer would be April Fool’s Day, of
course. The only day where everyone is a comedi-
an and the sad part is, half the stuff that is done
really is funny.  Of course the other half is really
stupid, but hey, they don’t call it April Fool’s Day
for nothing!
We know, April Fool’s Day was Wednesday, but
we laugh in the face of  tradition. You see, we had
a thought (yes, it is possible). Why play cruel
jokes on people one day of the year, when you
could have 30 fun-filled days of unadulterated
pranks and frivolities?  
We call upon you, our readers, to join us in this
glorious revolution of tom-foolery. That’s right ...
we, the MOA, are declaring this month April Fool’s
Month! So if you did not get any cheap shots in
Wednesday, now is your chance to humiliate your
friends and be just plain rude to all the people you
don’t like.  We MOA care about our readers and
don’t want to send you on a joking spree
unarmed. For this reason we are going to give you
some really funny (and somewhat cruel) pranks to
play on unsuspecting friends and/or enemies.
Important Note:We are not actually telling you
to do these things. They are mere suggestions.
Some of our ideas might cause you bodily harm,
get you deported, or even cause sterility in some
cases.  As always, we suggest high blood-alcohol
level when participating in any MOA activity
(Anything above .08 BAC.) Enjoy!
MOA Prank #1:
A lot of people say ordering pizzas to people
you don’t know is funny. We personally think it is
dumb. Why not be more original with our mail-
order system and send them things like human
kidneys, fun blow-up dolls, nose hair clippers, or
some of that foreign stuff that they will have no
idea what it is or what to do with it.
MOA Prank #2:
Why not get someone to go snipe hunting? We
know ... it’s been done, but what is more fun than
taking a good friend out to the middle of nowhere
and leaving them in the dark with nothing but a
bag and a dumb bird call. Okay, now that we think
about it, this does sound kind of dumb, but since
when did we ever endorse anything that hasn’t
been a little bit silly? We did recomend Bram
Stoker’s “Burial of the Rats” for a good video
rental.
MOA Prank #3:
One would be very surprised at the various
uses for plastic wrap. It is not just for covering
tuna salad, lime jello, or leftover bologna. You can
use it to help protect your friends car from theft
and damage. Simply wrap the car with several lay-
ers of the stuff. Make sure that each layer is in a
different direction. This will detour any thieves that
try to vandalize your friend’s vehicle.
Another use for plastic wrap would be to keep
objects such as toothbrushes, razors, and hair
brushes from falling in the toilet. Simply put one
layer of plastic wrap underneath the toilet seat, so
it covers the opening of the bowl. Your room-
mates will thank you greatly for preventing such
an embarassing situation.
MOA Prank #4
Lawn and garden stores have a variety of liquid
fertilizer to make people’s lawns green and beauti-
ful. Your neighbors would love you very much if
you were to purchase some of this liquid dung
and spray their lawns with it. Of course, you might
want to write little messages in their yard, or even
draw some tasteful cartoon-like drawings. This
will make their lawns a bit more festive. Isn’t that
what lawns are meant to be?
Hopefully we have given you some helpful hints
on how to enjoy April Fool’s Month with a little
more pizzazz. If these pranks do not appeal to you,
be original. Try and put the “fun” in disFUNctional!
Usually, anything that deals with gastro-intestinal
discomfort, brief nudity (the full monty), or discol-
oration of various body parts will ensure that you
have a succesful month of lollygagging and mis-
chief.  Remember if you, or any member of your
team is captured, the MOA will disavow any
knowledge of your existence (Newspaper articles
are inadmissable as evidence in most courtroom
settings;  unless you are Judge Koch.)
MOA Useless Fact of the Week: Matt Fear’s
Birthday is June 26, 1976, and Bob Ladewig’s
Birthday is unavailable at this time. We think that
is pretty useless.
M a t t  &  B o b
M e n  o f  Ad v e n t u r e
Editors Note: The Men of Adventure are professional satirists.
Please do not try this at home. No offense was intended in the
writing of this column. Send general praise or hate mail to The Men
of Adventure. Contact Bob Legwid at cubll@pen.eiu.edu or Matt
Fear at cumff@pen.eiu.edu. Thank you, and have a nice day.
April Fool’s ...
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University Theatre
New Playwrights
Series Presents
April 2, 3, 4
in the Studio 
Written by
Eastern Alumnus
Robert Caisley
T h e
D a i l y
Eastern
N e w s
Advertise
with us
it
pays
2
Wednesday at
“You Gotta Fight...
For Your Right,
~For Marty’s!”
8o’
s
D.J
.
Hump Day Happy Hour~Free Cheese
Fries w/ Pitcher Purchase
$1.50 Lite 16oz. Bottles
$3.50 Pitcher
~Marty’s/St. Pats T-Shirts are in!~
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Imagine music composed of
industrial, techno and alterna-
tive beats twisted together to
create a new rhythm; a new
dimension. This is the sound of
Sister Soleil.
Stella Katsoudas, the driving
force of Sister Soleil, said her
new album “Soularium” is com-
posed of a clear vision she has
possessed for the last two and a
half years.
“It ’s music that wil l  pump
your blood,” Katsoudas said
enthusiast ical ly.  “ It ’s  very
aggressive.” 
The music is al l
about how society
“understands me I
don’t feel anything
that I felt before,”
Katsoudas said. 
The album begins
shady, resembling a
dark period of
Katsoudas’ life, and
later metamorpho-
sizes into a beautiful,
bold butterf ly.  To
f inal ize her new
album, Butterf ly
became the last song
on Katsoudas’  re-
cord.
Her music is like
no other. In fact, she
d e s c r i b e s
“Soularium” as “a
spl i t  personal i ty
record” defining the
steps of the meta-
morphosis process
of her previous life
with each song and
lyric. Katsoudas said
she feels close to all
of her songs.
“Bl ind” is her
favorite song be-
cause it signifies a
time when she was
truly misunderstood
and taken advantage
of; the dilemma of
her life, she said. 
“People would look at me
instead of in me,” Katsoudas
said. “They misunderstood how
real and raw I am on the inside.”
Shooting for the stars ,
Katsoudas partook in many dif-
ferent aspects of the musical
scene to create her artistic mix.
From seeing Trent Reznor of
Nine Inch Nails as a hero, to lis-
tening to techno and English
Underground at raves as well as
also holding an appreciation for
bands such as Cocteau Twins
and Tori Amos, Katsoudas for-
mulated her taste of music.
Through her expression and
life long journeys, she has rolled
differing types of sound into
one making her the first of this
new wave.
“Drown Me In You” was her
f irst record and was a good
premise to get her where she is
today. The album is composed
of demo tapes Katsoudas
pressed into a compact disc. 
“The second record grew
100 feet from ‘Drown Me In
You,’” Katsoudas said.
Besides the l i fe of music ,
Katsoudas said she is in the pro-
cess of working on her own
screenplay from journals and
other diaries she has kept. The
screenplay will follow the foot-
prints of her life from inspira-
t ion and humor to t imes of
pain.
“My life is like ‘I love
Lucy,’” Katsoudas said.  
With her film, she also
said she intends on cre-
ating her next album as
a soundtrack to enhance
the realness of her life.
Michael Jordan is
Stella’s role model be-
cause he possesses a
positive influence and
resembles a “perfect
human being,” Kat-
soudas said. 
“He helps people ,”
Katsoudas said. “He’s a
star concerned for the
team.”
After receiving so much
success, Katsoudas said
she feels exact ly the
same except for the fact
that it is easier to create
her art.
“I learned from Peter
Gabriel that no matter
what happens,  you’re
always a human being
first,” Katsoudas said.
“All the same things still
affect you.” 
The best thing is her
label being 100 percent
behind her, which is a
rare feeling to experi-
ence, Katsoudas said.
“They have so much
confidence in me,” Katsoudas
said.
Katsoudas said she would
give only one piece of advice to
society, “dreams really work.”
“I was superstitious at first,
but now I’m convinced.”
The First Annual EIU
Health Fair
Wednesday, April 15th
Where: Student Recreation Center
Prizes just for coming
Free pizza from 1:00 - 3:00 pm
Aerobics on the hour from 1:00 - 7:00
pm
Cystic Fibrosis walk from 5:00 pm
Health Care Professionals and various
student organizations will be available 
to answer questions
Free 5 - minute massage
*
*
*
*
*
*
“It’s a SCAM!!”
Four Bands for
$3 everyone
7 pm Saturday, 
April 4, 1998
in the Rathskeller
UB Presents:
Swizzle Tree
Cynics
Arrivals
Mest
For more information, call UB at 581-5117
FAST M
EXICA
N FOO
D!
1415 4th St.
348-9011
open 11 am till
after the bars close
BURRITOS AS BIG AS YOUR HEAD!!
It’s SPRING:
Stop & smell 
the burritos.
®
®
®
This weekend at
Friday Nite is ...
LADIES NITE (ladies in free!)
Bottles & Bar Drinks $1.25
plus... Get some Hooch $1.25
Jager & Goldschlager
special & Prizes
Saturday
BUCK YOU CALL IT!!!
Mother's.
NEED AN HIV TEST?
Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at the Coles County Health Department
835 18th Street in Charleston
Testing also provided at Eastern’s Health Service after hours on Thursdays
Call the Health Department to make an appointment for either testing site
348-0530 / 258-0530
ask for Joyce or Judy
348-5941
Hong Kong House
No. 1
Best Chinese
food in town
Sweet and Sour Chicken
w/ fried rice & eggroll
Beef w/Broccoli
w/fried rice & eggroll 
Pork and Garlic Sauce
w/ fried rice & eggroll
$3.50 Each
Tue-Thurs 11-9pm
Fri-Sat 11-10pm  Sun 11-9pm
Exp. 4/5/98
Delivery
If you’re reading this, 
so are they.
Advertise
Sister Soleil lets loose
with aggressive sound
by heather cygan
Staff writer It’s music that will
pump your blood. It’s
very aggressive.” 
– Stella Katsoudas, 
Sister Soleil
“
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Velveeta Shells, or
Deluxe Mac & Cheese
Red Baron Pizzas Brawny Towels
Oreo’s or Newtons
Lay’s Chips
Orange Juice
2-Liters
2/$3
2/$5
2/$4
2/$4
97¢
87¢
$237
Kraft
Tropicana Pure Premium
Coca-Cola Products All Varieties Nabisco 20 oz.
12 to 14 oz. PKGS.
22 to 24 oz. PKGS.
Packages
13.25-oz BagsSingle Roll
64-oz. CTN.
each
each
Peeled Carrots......... $127
Unsweetened Kool-Aid...... 8/$1
California 2-lb.
bag
2-qt
size
A punk invasion will be hitting
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union with brutal
force this weekend.  
Four bands from the Chicago-
land area will be performing at 7
p.m. Saturday in the
Rathskeller.
Scheduled to
appear are Swizzle
Tree, Mest, the
Arrivals and the
Cynix.  
“It’s about time we
got a good show,”
said Chris Howard,
University Board
chair for mini con-
certs. “It’s not
MXPX, but it will still
be a good show.”  
New to the
Rathskeller will be
Swizzle Tree and
Mest.  Both bands have per-
formed at house parties in the
area,  but have never been con-
tacted to play at a UB event.  
Making their second appear-
ance in Charleston is the under-
ground Swizzle Tree, a Downer’s
Grove based group that started
when some of the members
were in junior high school.  
“We got one of our  first big
gigs playing for about 300 kids at
a YMCA when we were sopho-
mores and juniors,” said Steve
Kroc, guitarist and backing vocals
for Swizzle Tree.
Another break for the band
was the release of their first CD,
“Imaginary Green,” while they
were juniors and seniors.  
They have since moved on to
shows at the Metro and other
clubs around Chicago, a perfor-
mance in Minneapolis, as well as
an appearance in the Veruca Salt
video, “ Volcano Girl.”  
‘We actually have a song on
our new album (available April 9)
that we wrote
because of (Veruca
Salt),” Kroc said.  
Kroc also said
Veruca Salt is an
inspiration for the
entire band, along
with Chicago bands
Material Issue, The
Smoking Popes,
and the legendary
Grateful Dead.  
“People won-
der what kind of
stuff we play when
they find out who
influenced us,”
Kroc admitted.
“We play some punk, but it’s not
as hard core.  It’s more of a
melodic power pop.  We have
stuff that people can hear and
relate to.  A lot
of boy meets
girl.  It’s loud,
but not loud to
a point where
it’s l ike ‘Hey,
shut up.’”  
Not only is
their music a
mixture, but the
band itself has a
different  ele-
ment as well.  
“Our lead singer (Saarang
Pandav) is Indian,” explained
Kroc. “He was taught when he
was a kid that American music
was bad. Saarang’s parents didn’t
want him or his brother to be
Americanized.  We’ll be listening
to a classic rock sta-
tion and hear
Zeppelin or some-
thing and he’l l be
like, ‘Whoa, what’s
that!’”   
Other members
in the group are
Brian Crowe, bass
and backing vocals;
Mike Todish, guitar;
and Marc Graue,
drums.
The name of the
band also has a
unique story behind
it.
“I wish I had a good story
about our name,” Kroc said. “We
were playing in a talent show at
our school.  The form was due
at the end of the day and we
didn’t have a name.  Brian asked
Marc, ‘How ‘bout Swiggle Tree?’
Marc was like, ‘What’d you say?
Swizzle tree?’ Brian said ‘No, but
that sounds
good.’ So, the
name just kind
of stuck.”  
Another new
addition to the
R a t h s k e l l e r
repertoire is
Mest, from
Blue Island,
Illinois. 
M e s t ,
which produces a “punk, upbeat
reggae, rock ’n’ roll” sound, will
be promoting their new CD, “
Mo’ Money and Mo’ 40s,”
released on their own label,
Dead End Records, at Saturday’s
concert.
“We have some brand new
stuff and then 11 old
songs from our last
tape,” said band
member Tony
Labato.  
Mest was origi-
nally “just for fun,”
but they have
attained a higher
plateau than what
they had two and a
half years ago,  per-
forming all around
Chicago, and open-
ing for bands like the
Blue Meanies,
Stanford Prison Experiment and
Shift.
They will also be performing
with Goldfinger on April 16 at
the House of Blues in
Chicago, and  another
show with The Urge
on April 28 at The
Metro. 
Mest has also per-
formed with The
Arrivals, another band
from Blue Island on
the l ine up for
Saturday night, in
Chicago and at vari-
ous house parties in
Charleston.
The Arrivals,  influ-
enced by Naked
Raygun and The
Misfits, will be bringing
“a lot of new stuff” to
the Rathskeller in
addition to material from their
album “Songs from the Cabal
Headquarters,” said Dave
Merriman, guitarist and vocalist
for the group. 
“We are also going to be play-
ing Friday night at CoffeeTalk
with Downshifter and The
Repellants,” Merriman said.
“People should come to both
shows. They’l l  both be fun.”
The show Friday night starts at 7
p.m in the Gregg Triad dining
services.  Admission is $3 or free
with valid ID.
The-CoffeeTalk attendance
record breaking Cynix will be
bringing their “punk with hard
core influence”  along with their
tape “No Additives, No Bull,”
which will be selling for $3 at the
concert.
“We also have a seven-inch
record coming out in a couple
months,” said guitarist Dan
Novak.
Admission to
the show at the
Rathskeller is $3.
Show time is
scheduled for 7
p.m.  
“It’s going to be
a ... good punk
show,” Howard
said. “If I can get
one bodysurfer, I
will have fulfilled
my college goal.”  
“Yeah, in
response to
Chris Howard,”
M e r r i m a n
joked.“If we can
get one ambu-
lance, we wil l
have fulfilled our college goal.”  
Newcomer-bands converge on Rathskeller
by nikki toothman
Staff writer
BECOME A NANNY NOW! San
Francisco: 1 infant, $300 weekly
Atlanta: 2 children, $250 weekly
Boston: 1 child, $275 weekly Find
out why CHILDCREST is the
BEST! CALL NOW 1-800-937-
6264.
________________________4/3
NEED EXPERIENCED LAWN
MAINTENANCE person 2 days
per week throughout the summer.
348-7746.
________________________5/4
ENERGETIC AND CARING INDI-
VIDUALS FOR POSITIVE CAMP
COMMUNITY. Leaders for back-
packing tr ips to PNW and
Canadian Rockies. Counselors to
teach traditional camp activities:
canoe, bdsail, sail, wski, gym,
climb, bike, and blacksmithing.
Videographer, cooks, supervi-
sors, waterfront director.
Experience the most rewarding
summer of your life. Thunderbird
314-567-3167.
________________________4/3
CRUISE & LAND TOUR JOBS-
Earn to $2,000/mo. Free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc.)
plus food/lodging. Call: (919)
933-1939, ext. C221.
_______________________4/27
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT-Earn to $3,000+/mo. in
fisheries, parks, resorts, Airfare!
Food/Lodging often provided!
Call (919)933-1939, ext. A221.
_______________________4/27
BEACH RESORT JOBS-Plus
Forests, National Parks, Dude
Ranches, Rafting Companies.
Nationwide summer openings.
Call (919) 933-1939, ext. R221.
_______________________4/27
D E L I V E RY / D I S H WA S H E R .
Daytime only. Must have own car.
Apply within. China 88 1140
Lincoln Ave.
________________________4/3
CAMP NEW HOPE located on
Lake Mattoon. A camp for the
Developmentally disabled is
accepting applications for both
day and night staff positions. To
request an application call 217-
895-2341 M-F 9 a.m.-3 p.m.
________________________4/6
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
JOBS. Excellent benefits. World
travel. Ask us how! 517-324-3090
ext. C57382.
________________________4/3
JOBS! JOBS! JOBS! Work sum-
mer break. Office clerical jobs.
Earn $$$$$. Gain experience.
Call Today’s Temporary Chicago
312-558-1582. Des Plaines 847-
699-3010. Schaumburg 847-240-
9411. www.today’s.com
________________________4/8
MYRTLE BEACH SC AND
ORLANDO FL Spend your sum-
mer running the fun at exciting
resort locations! Recreation
assistants, children counselors
and front desk positions avail-
able. Fully furnished housing,
$300 monthly stipend. Call 888-
699-1042.
________________________4/8
HELP WANTED: To do laundry
and misc. tasks $5/50/hr year
round flexible hours. 348-1210.
________________________4/8
SKI AND SNOWBOARD FREE
NEXT WINTER IN CO. CHAM-
PAGNE POWDER! Crested Butte
Mountain resort is now accepting
applications for out ‘98-’99
Student Employment Program.
Guaranteed job, $500
Scholarship, unlimited ski/board
pass, pre-arranged housing and
more! Contact Karen at (970)349-
2 3 1 2 .
http://www.coolworks.com/showm
e/crested_butte/
________________________4/3
COME SEE HOW WE HAVE
GROWN! New entry level oppor-
tunities available for caring, dedi-
cated people interested in more
than just a job. Starting salaries
from $6.30/hr to $8/hr. Exel.
Bene. for FT incl. life, health,
dental insur. and 401 K plan.
Openings include habilitation,
dietary maintenance, housekeep-
ing, laundry and activities. Please
apply at 738 18th St. Charleston.
________________________4/3
Accepting resumes for qualified
mental retardation professionals
(QMRP). We are looking for hon-
est, loyal & organized individual
with excellent problem solving
skil ls. Bachelors degree in
Human Service related f ield
required. Salary 20,00 to 28,000
yr. incl. health, life, dental, disabil-
ity insur. and 401 K plan. Send
resume to P.O. Box 738
Charleston, Illinois 61920.
________________________4/3
FEMALE FOR OCCASIONAL
house hold duties, small apt.
Own transportation. 348-1550 w/
name, number, available hours.
________________________4/7
SUMMER THRU FALL EMPLOY-
MENT: Two restaurants in/near
Sullivan. Need cooks, waitresses,
bartenders. If interested contact
Travis at 348-6293, leave mes-
sage. Must be 18. Flexible hours.
________________________4/3
SUMMER MINI-STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-7746.
________________________5/4
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No experience
required. Free information pack-
et. Call 410-347-1475.
________________________5/4
MAKE $100.00, if you are Blond
Hair, Blue eyed, 6’0-6’4 150-200
lb. Male. Call (217) 822-1269
after 5 p.m. by April 10.
________________________4/3
CLOSE TO OLD MAIN. 2 BDRM
furnished apt. Free water trash
pickup and parking. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
CLOSE TO BUZZARD BLDG. 2
BDRM furnished apts, Free park-
ing laundry room, central air. 345-
6000.
________________________5/4
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. TWO
BEDROOM FURNISHED APTS.
FREE PARKING. POOL. GREAT
LOCATION. 345-6000.
________________________5/4
MC ARTHUR/MANOR APART-
MENTS. Now leasing for Fall 98.
2 Bedroom furnished apt, 345-
2231.
________________________5/4
VERY NICE 1 BDRM, furnished,
close to campus bungalow for 2
people. $235/pp. 12 month lease,
no pets. Call 345-3148
________________________5/4
3 & 4 BEDROOM HOUSES &
apartments close to campus. Call
345-6621
________________________5/4
ONE BEDROOM UNFUR-
NISHED. All utilities paid except
phone and cable. NO PETS and
NO PARTIES. 345-6759
________________________5/4
LARGE 2 BR APT., ful ly fur-
nished, trash pickup, for 2 peo-
ple, call 349-8824.
________________________4/6
DELUXE 2 BEDROOM APT FOR
QUIET OLDER STUDENTS.
Close to campus. No pets, smok-
ing, or parties. Rent $200 each.
348-0979.
________________________4/7
NOW RENTING FOR FALL 1 & 2
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. Call
348-1826.
________________________4/7
APARTMENTS 2 or 3 BR near
campus. Some with utilities paid.
Call CAMPUS RENTALS 345-
3100 between 4-9 p.m.
________________________4/6
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT FOR NEXT YEAR.
NO pets. 345-7286.
________________________5/4
FALL 4 BEDROOM, 2 bath
house, $170 per person. Summer
1 bedroom apartment. 348-5032.
________________________4/8
7 BEDROOM FURNISHED
HOUSE for 7 girls. 1 blk from
campus. Washer & dryer, park-
ing, trash. 9 month lease,
$180/month. 348-0710 after 4
p.m.
________________________4/3
FOR LEASE FOR FALL OF ‘98-
2, 3, and 6 bedroom houses.
346-3583.
________________________4/7
3-4 BEDROOM HOUSE for 4.
Washer/dryer. Good, quiet loca-
tion. NO PARTIES. 345-4489,
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, broker.
________________________4/3
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE for 2.
Close to EIU. Call for appt. to see
the “ugly duckling.” 345-4489,
C21 Wood, Jim Wood, Broker.
________________________4/3
SHARP, FRESH older duplex for
2. Right next to campus. QUIET.
345-4489. C21 Wood, Jim Wood,
broker.
________________________4/3
JUNE 1ST OR AUGUST 1ST. 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath furnished
apt. for 2-4 people. 12 month
lease.  1017 Woodlawn 348-
7746.
________________________5/4
FOR RENT-COMFORTABLE 4
BEDROOM HOME with 2 bath-
rooms. 6 Blocks from campus.
Nice backyard. Call after 5:30.
345-9774.
________________________4/3
ROOMS FOR RENT-Women
only. Inter. Summer sessions.
Large house fully furn. 1 blk from
Union. Central A/C. $220 mo.
Util. Inc. House 345-5692 or Pat
Novak (630)789-3772.
________________________4/6
VERY NICE 5 BEDROOM hous-
es available for 98-99 school
year, clean and updated. Call
now to see 345-5088. 9 a.m. - 5
p.m.
________________________5/4
FOR RENT LARGE 3 BED-
ROOM FURNISHED APART-
MENT for fall semester. Call 345-
3664 after 4 p.m.
________________________4/8
3 ROOMS IN RENTAL HOUSE.
Close to campus. Share utilities.
$200 a month. Dan 348-6782.
For summer or fall.
________________________4/5
LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART-
MENT WITH ALL UTILITIES
PAID FOR 2-3 GIRLS. CALL 345-
3100 BETWEEN 4-9 P.M.
_______________________4/10
1,2, & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS sti l l  available. Call
Oldtowne Management. 345-
6533.
________________________5/4
NEW LISTING. HOUSE FOR 5
OR 6 GIRLS AVAILABLE IN
AUGUST. Remodeled, ideal loca-
tion. Parking. No Pets. Call 345-
7286.
________________________5/4
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
FOR THREE. 3 blocks from cam-
pus. Refrigerator, stove, no pets,
200.00/each, 10 month lease.
345-5808 daytime.
________________________4/3
2 BEDROOM HOUSE available
June 1st. No pets. $500/mo. 345-
7286.
________________________5/4
BASEMENT FOR RENT 2 bed-
rooms 3 people. 190/month. Near
campus. Call 348-8679. Ask for
Jim.
________________________4/3
VERY NICE 1 BEDROOM, unfur-
nished apt. quiet location. For
more information call 345-5088, 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
________________________5/4
NICE UNIQUE 1 BEDROOM
APT, furnished for two, two
blocks from campus. For more
details call 345-5088 from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m.
________________________5/4
VERY NICE FIVE BEDROOM
HOUSE, Two baths, partly fur-
nished, two blocks from Old
Main. Call 345-5088 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
________________________5/4
EXTRA LARGE ONE BEDROOM
PARK PLACE APARTMENT
Available for Fall ‘98-Spring ‘99.
581-3639.
________________________4/3
SUMMER MINI STORAGE as
low as $30/mo. West Route 16
348-7746.
________________________5/4
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News.
____________________OO/HA
1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS FOR
SUMMER. 2 bedroom, fully fur-
nished, with air conditioning,
across from Lantz. 345-7286 Apt
#2.
________________________4/3
1 FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED SU’98 Own room $215/mo.
with utilities. Call 348-6297.
________________________4/7
PARK PLACE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED! Clean, furnished, and
close to campus. Rent negotiable!
348-6665.
________________________4/8
SUBLESSORS NEEDED for
summer 98. 2-3 bedroom house
with washer and dryer. Call 348-
6230.
________________________4/3
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
Su 98. Royal Heights. $190/mo.
Central air, dishwasher, fully fur-
nished. Call 348-5272.
________________________4/3
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Best location on cam-
pus. 3 bedrooms, dishwasher,
underground parking, balcony,
fully furnished, central air. 348-
6500.
________________________4/3
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED
FOR SU 98. Rent $190, good
location. Call 348-8002.
________________________4/8
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED.
SUMMER/INTERSESSION fur-
nished, 2 bedroom, close to cam-
pus, $210/mo. Call 348-6652.
_______________________4/10
1 SUBLESSOR FOR SUMMER.
Furnished apt, a/c, balcony,
across from campus. Rent neg.
348-8734.
________________________4/7
NICE LARGE 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT Rent from May 15-
August 15. 1-2 people needed.
$200/ month/person. 345-1429
Ask for Rick or Jeane.
________________________4/6
2 FEMALES FOR 98/99. Close to
campus. Newly remodeled house.
Call Alissa or Tricia 348-6248.
_______________________4/10
MALE ROOMMATE TO LIVE IN
HOUSE at 9th and Lincoln for
98/99. $220/month, 10 month
lease. Paul 581-2834.
_______________________4/20
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
to live at Park Place for ‘98-’99.
Call Maria-581-5301
________________________4/7
LOST YOUNG MALE ROT-
TWEILER since Friday. Child’s
pet. Reward. 348-1666 or 345-
6193.
________________________4/3
FOUND: Blond lab, red collar with
no tags. Contact 348-6457 or the
pound.
________________________4/7
HONN DOUBLE FRENCH HORN
Good condition $650. 235-5178.
________________________4/3
VW BEETLE ‘73. Good condition,
runs great, driven daily. $3000
O.B.O. 345-9497.
________________________4/3
MACINTOSH LCII COMPUTER
including full color monitor, laser
printer, and software-$375, Black
sony CD player-$50. Both perfect
condition-Call 348-6433.
________________________4/3
“89” Hyundai Excel (5 spd.) Good
condition w/ high miles. $950.
Call Brad, 5-1617.
________________________4/7
2 BEDROOM, 2 BATH CONDO
DUPLEX with oversized 2 car
garage. Great location near
Mattoon country club. Central
vacuum, approximately 1500 sq
ft. Neat, clean, ready to move in.
Call 235-1910.
________________________4/7
CASH LOANS 345-3623 BUY-
SELL-TRADE Jewelry, Guns,
Diamonds, Gold, Coins, T.V’s,
VCR, Stereos; also buy, sell adult
movies, toys, and novelt ies.
Coles County Pawn.
________________________5/4
EIU HEALTH FAIR April 15th, 1-7
p.m. in the Student Rec. Come
and hear health care profession-
als from Sarah Bush Lincoln
Health Center speak on topics
such as physical therapy, occupa-
tional therapy, & STD’s. Check the
enclosed gym for the various
times of the speakers.
________________________4/6
CASH LOANS 345-3623. Buy,
sell, trade. Jewelry, Guns,
Diamonds, Gold, Coins, T.V’s,
VCR, Stereos: also buy, sell adult
movies, toys, and novelt ies.
Coles County Pawn.
________________________5/4
MOM’S IS THE PLACE FOR
FUNCTIONS. Free Snacks, Juice
Bar, Free Ride on Mom’s Bus.
Dave for details 345-2171 9 a.m.-
11 a.m.
________________________5/4
WANT A MASSAGE FROM A
PROFESSIONAL? Come and get
your free five minute massage at
the EIU Health fair on Wed. April
15th from 1-7 p.m. in the Student
Recreation Center.
_______________________4/14
DRIVE YOUR “DREAM VEHI-
CLE” with no down payment over
$100 per month. 95% credit
approval on any new vehicle you
choose. 1-888-293-1654.
________________________4/3
HEALTH FAIR April 15th 1-7 p.m.
in the Student Rec. Come be a
part of the first annual Health
Fair! Get a personalized exercise
prescription.
________________________4/3
AEROBICS ON THE HOUR from
1-7 p.m. Wednesday, April 15th.
Come learn about your health
from one of the many profession-
als at the 1st annual EIU health
fair.
________________________4/3
SEIZED CARS FROM $175.
Porches, Cadil lacs, Chevy’s,
BMW’s, Corvette’s. Also jeeps
GAMMA PHI PI CHRISTIAN SORORITY Saturday, April 4, at 10 a.m.
in the MLK Union-3rd Floor. Registration is Free.
GAMMA PHI PI CHRISTIAN SORORITY Gamma Gala Banquet
Friday, April 3, at 7 p.m. at E.L. Kracker’s. Tickets are available cost is
$10 per person.
HAITI CONNECTION meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in the Newman Center.
CIRCLE K Adopt-a-Highway April 4th at 7:45. Meet at the Union. We
need plenty of help, so come out and pick up trash.
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY Spaghetti dinner Sunday April 5th from 4-6
p.m.Call 3066.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass April 5th at 11 a.m. and 9 p.m.
in Coleman Auditorium.
COFFEE TALK today at 7 p.m. in Triad dining service. Tonight we will
be featuring Dawnsnifter, The Repellents, and The Arrivals. This even
is free if you use your meal card.
GAMMA PHI PI CHRISTIAN SORORITY Christian conference April
4th at 10 a.m. in the MLK union 3rd floor. Free registration.
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR Choir rehearsal today at 6
p.m. in Fine Arts Rm 13.
DELTA SIGMA PI Init iation today at 7 p.m. in Lumpkin Hall.
Professional attire and wear pins.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
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FREE CASH GRANTS! College.
Scholarships. Business. Medical
bills. Never repay. Toll free 1-800-
218-9000 Ext. G-2262.
________________________4/3
COME ENJOY FREE PIZZA April
15th from 1-3 p.m. at the EIU
health fair and learn important
health tips from professionals
from 1-7 p.m.
________________________4/3
TRACY ANDERSON OF DELTA
SIGMA PI, I’m so excited for you.
You’re the best l itt le brother!
Good luck! Love, Sarah.
________________________4/3
CONGRATULATIONS TO
JASON AMATO, NEAL PERRY,
T.J. PELEY AND ALL SIG EPS
for almost sweeping the awards
at coronation.
________________________4/3
ESA: You girls have fun this
weekend in St. Louie, just watch
the pukie! Love, the blonde MAL
________________________4/3
SIG KAPS ALREADY A PNEMO-
NENON!
________________________4/3
GOOD LUCK TAU TUGGERS!
________________________4/3
WHO LET THE TAUS OUT?
________________________4/3
TO ALL MY ESA GLITTER
GIRLS get ready to rage at
Formal! ESA love, Flash.
________________________4/3
ASA SISTERS, KEEP THAT
SPIRIT GOING!
________________________4/3
KD’S KEEP UP the spirit this
week. We are doing a great job.
_______________________4/3
WALK BACK, WALK BACK,
Repit, Repit, Baby steps back,
pop up, pop up! Go Alpha
Tuggers.
________________________4/3
COME ON SIGMA NU’S. Let’s
finish up strong. Keep up the hard
work.
________________________4/3
PX’S: Don’t forget the progres-
sive dinner Sun. @ 3 p.m. in the
AGD house! Love, Jen.
________________________4/3
BECKY WHITE OF DELTA
SIGMA PI, Happy Birthday and
congrats on getting engaged to
ERIK HAHNFELD OF DELTA
SIGMA PI!
________________________4/3
DELTA SIGMA PI PLEDGES:
Good luck tonight and get excited
for formal!
________________________4/3
TAU VOLLEYBALL TEAM, Bunt,
Set, Spike!
________________________4/3
AIMEE BOUCEK AND JEN
POLKOW OF AST. We are so
proud of your achievements with
Greek Week Steering Committee.
Your sisters missed you!
________________________4/3
ASA TUGGERS: Remember fast,
dig, and lean. And Tug, Tug, Tug!
________________________4/3
TO WOMEN OF SIGMA KAPPA:
congratulations on receiving
awards for: Outstanding scholar-
ship programming, outstanding
risk management, outstanding
community service and advisor of
the year, List Doughty. Sig Kaps
are a phenomenon!
________________________4/3
SMAIL-DOG IS A PHE-
NOMENON.
________________________4/3
GOOD JOB SIGMA NU’S last
night at airband. We’re proud of
you.
________________________4/3
JANELLE CONKLIN, Happy 1
year anniversary!!! I love you!
Cory Dean.
________________________4/3
SIG KAPS- Congrats on winning
Outstanding Scholarship , Risk
Management, and Community
service awards! I’m so proud of
you! Love, Couri.
________________________4/3
KD TUGGERS, You guys did an
awesome job. You gave every-
thing you had and more. I am so
proud of you. KD love, Missy H.
________________________4/3
BECKY MARUSHAK, You make
me want to leave the one I’m with
to start a new relationship, with
you! Usher.
________________________4/3
SARAH KORTES, Just because
it’s only your 20th doesn’t mean
we won’t party like your 21!! Have
a great Birthday. Love, Krista.
________________________4/3
KAREN ROGERS OF ASA:
Congratulations on receiving
Who’s who among Students in
colleges and universities. We are
so proud of you! Alpha love, Your
sisters.
________________________4/3
KIM HARRIS AND BARBI
SMYSER OF ASA:
Congratulations on being named
Top Ten Greek Women of the
year! We love you! Your Alpha
Sisters.
________________________4/3
LISA BOLD OF ASA:
Congratulations on receiving
Panhellenic Delegate of the year!
We are extremely proud of you.
Love, Your sisters.
________________________4/3
JEN BACHMANN OF ASA:
Congratulations on being award-
ed Cabinet member of the year!
Way to go Jen! Love, your ASA
sisters.
________________________4/3
HEY TRI-SIGMAS: Keep up the
spirit for Greek Week ‘98.
________________________4/3
ASA AIRBAND: You girls did a
super job last night! We loved
watching you perform! Love, Your
ASA sisters.
________________________4/3
GREAT JOB DELTA SIG kung fu
fighters! You guys looked awe-
some last night! Love, Christen.
________________________4/3
WISHING ASA TUGS The best of
luck this week. Love, Rick.
________________________4/3
ALPHA PHI AIRBAND: You guys
shined last night. Congratulations
on a wonderful performance. Your
sisters are so proud.
________________________4/3
CONGRATULATIONS TO RYAN
SHONE on being named one of
the Top 10 Greek Men. We are so
proud of you! Love, Your girls of
Alpha Phi.
________________________4/3
ALPHA TUGS: Get excited for
today. Go out low and hard.
________________________4/3
WE ARE SIGMAS COULDN’T
BE PROUDER if you can’t hear
us, we’ll yell a little louder!
________________________4/3
HEY TRI-SIGMA TUGGERS:
Way to win it. Let’s do it again.
________________________4/3
GO  TRI-SIGMA TUGGERS!
Stay dry and Tug! Tug! Tug!
________________________4/3
BROOK M Congratulations on
Pink Panthers. Woo Hoo! Love,
Michelle.
________________________4/3
SLIV- Good luck with tugs today!
Only two more days till we can
celebrate for real! Love, Megan.
________________________4/3
JILL AND JULIE: Thanks you so
much for all that you have done
for us. You girls are awesome.
Love, The men of Delta Chi air-
band.
________________________4/3
SLIV- Good luck w/ tugs. It will
pay off. We love our FOG HORN!
Love, Your roomies.
________________________4/3
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SUMMER ‘98 TEST REGISTRATION
******************************************************************************
A picture ID (driver’s license preferred ) is 
required for registration.  *The test fee can
be billed to your University Student Account.
*********************************************************************************
SUMMER ONLY ! ! !
IMPORTANT REGISTRATION INFORMATION
BEGINNING MARCH 30 THROUGH MAY 1: Register from 11 a.m. to
2 p.m., Monday through Friday, at the Registration Table in the Union
Bookstore Lounge.
MAY 3 THROUGH MAY 7 -(Finals Week) - NO REGISTRATION
BEGINNING MAY 11:  Register between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. at
Academic Testing and Assessment, 202 Student Services Building.
SEATING IS LIMITED ON ALL TESTS.
REGISTER EARLY TO ASSURE A SEAT.
PERKINS / NDSL BORROWERS. If you are graduating or do not plan
to be at least a half-time student at EIU next semester, it is mandatory
to complete an exit interview.  Failure to do so will result in a COM-
PLETE HOLD being placed on your University record.  Interviews will
be held in the office of Student Accounts, South side Old Main,
Cashier’s entrance on April 13, 15, 21, and 23.  Call 217-581-3715 TO
SCHEDULE YOUR EXIT INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT.
Laura Gesell, Collections Specialist III
HONORS AWARD DAY.  All Honors students and their families are
invited to the Honors Award Day Ceremony on April 19, 1998 at 2 p.m.
in Buzzard Auditorium.  A reception will follow at Dudley House, 895
Seventh Street.  Any senior in University or Departmental Honors
graduating in Spring, Summer, or Fall 1998, who did not receive an
invitation stating that an honors cord to be worn at commencement will
be awarded, should contact the Honors Office at 581-2017 immediate-
ly.
Margaret Messer, Assistant Director, Honors
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL WOMEN’S CLUB SCHOLAR-
SHIP.  A scholarship is available from The Charleston Business and
Professional Women’s Club.  Candidates for the scholarship must: 1)
be women, 30 years of age or older, who are attending EIU;  2) have
definite plans to use the desired training to upgrade skills for career
advancement, to train for a new a career, or to enter or reenter the job
market; and  3) be residents of the Charleston area.  Financial need is
a consideration.  The scholarship is announced in the Spring and paid
in the Fall.  Please contact Ms.  Martha Drake, 2604 Fourth Street,
Charleston, IL 619020, 348-0191, for more information and application.
Barbara Hilke, Foundation Executive Officer
FINAL DROP DEADLINE. The final deadline for dropping a class or
withdrawing from the University is Friday, April 3—today.  The student
will receive either a “WP” or a “WF” at the discretion of the instructor of
the class.  Be sure to call in on the Touch-Tone Registration System at
least 15 minutes before closing time.
Michael D. Taylor, Registrar 
FINAL EXAM CHANGES. Students who have three final examina-
tions scheduled for one day may change the date of one of the final
examinations with the approval of the INSTRUCTOR.  Requests for
changes for medical or personal emergencies may also be considered.
In cases not resolved between the student and the instructor, the
Dean, Enrollment Management, Room 116 Old Main, will seek resolu-
tion.  Students are discouraged from requesting instructors to deviate
from the published examination schedule.  Reasons of personal con-
venience such as work, transportation arrangements or vacation plans,
do not constitute grounds for approval of examination change
requests.
Frank Hohengarten, Dean of Enrollment Management
TAP TEST. The Tap (Test of Achievement & Proficiency ) test will be
given Saturday, April 18, 1998.  Passing scores on the TAP are
required for University Approval to take Teacher Education Courses.
Registration:  Students should register for the TAP ( with photo ID) at
the Test Registration Booth in the Union at least seven (7) days prior to
the test date.  The fee ( $15 for first administration, $10 for retakes) will
be billed to the student’s university account.  For special accommoda-
tions or additional information, contact Testing Service (581-5986).
Mary Ellen Varble, Chair Student Teaching
official notices
Official Notices are paid for by the Office of University Publications.
Questions concerning Notices should be directed to the originator.
DATE TIME REGISTRATION
WRITING COMPETENCY
*(FEE- $18)
CONSTITUTION AND HEALTH
* (FEE -$2)
TAP
*(FEE - $15)
JULY 18
JUNE  25
JULY 17
JUNE  20
9 a.m.
10 a.m.
2 p.m.
10 a.m.
2 p.m.
8:30 a.m.
Begins March 30
Begins April 20
Begins April 20
Begins April 20
NOTE: NO REGISTRATION WILL BE
ACCEPTED DURING THE SEVEN DAYS BEFORE ANY EXAM
1.  Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour
meeting of the week.  This is irrespective of whether the first hour is 
a lecture or laboratory.
2.  Final examination for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the
basis of the first hour of the multiple-hour block.
3.  “M”, ”T”, ”W”, or ”R” prefixes indicate the day on which the first class 
meeting of the week occurs. - Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, or  
ThuRsday.  For example, R 1600 (4:00pm) designates a course  
which has its first meeting of the week at 4:00pm, Thursday.
4.  Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as 
“makeup/arranged” are to be used in cases where:
a.  The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to one 
of the patterns in this schedule,
b.  The meeting time of the class appears in the Class Schedule as 
“ARR”, or
c.  A student obtains an approved examination change.
5.  Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at 
the discretion of the instructor and, if given, should be scheduled for 
the last regular class meeting of the term.
6.  Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be 
given at the discretion of the instructor and, if given, should be 
scheduled to conform to the pattern contained in this schedule.
7.  Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically 
exempted under the provisions of #5 or #6 above, or by departmen
tal recommendation.
8.  Students may not deviate from the published final examination 
schedule without the prior approval of the instructor in accordance 
with guidelines monitored by the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
9.  Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination 
schedule without the prior written approval of the Department Chair 
and Dean of the College in accordance with guidelines monitored by 
the Vice President for Academic Affairs.
Frank Hohengarten, Dean
Enrollment Management
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Out of Mucous Records from the heart of
good old Charleston comes the hard rockin’
band Element with “Purple Dinosaur with a
Beer in his Hand.”
No, we’re not talking about a drunken
Barney, but Element’s hot new single.  Also,
included on the single is “Weal,” a song that
goes a little bit on the harder side.
Element gets two thumbs up for creativity.
The cover of the single leaves the viewer
with a sense of mystery. One might expect
the cover to fit the hardness of the music,
like stuff getting blown up or pictures of guys
smashing their guitars against a church, but
Element does just the opposite. The cover
consists of a little girl with her head on a
table, staring at a flower. We love it. That’s
just about as creative as naming a song
“Purple Dinosaur with a Beer in his Hand.” 
Another great thing we discovered about
Element is the lead singer’s vocal style. This
guy does not have the best voice in the
world, but since you can’t understand what
he is saying, you can make up your own
words to the song. A wonderful tool for
those creative boys and girls.
Usually when you buy a single from a local
band, the quality of the tape and the record-
ing leaves much to be desired. Element broke
the mold this time and actually produced a
high quality, great sounding tape.
Now is the hard part. We have to confess
that there are a few drawbacks to this hard
rockin’ local band.
First, we have to say something about the
vocals. The voice is clear and does have good
tone, but it sounds like a mix between the
lead singer of Iron Maiden and the lead
singer of Poison. There are spoken parts to
the vocals, but it reminded us too much of
that WGN guy who does commercials on
the Preview Channel for us to like it. That
guy is annoying.
Next, it is very crucial to bring up the
style of this music. The hard-rock, light-metal
style from the 80s is seen in this band’s
music. We find the style somewhat dry and
uncreative.
Overall, this is a tape of taste. The music
isn’t original enough to hit new crowds, but
for those who already like the style it could
be an excellent new piece to the collection.
“Weal”
Element
Mucous Records
★ ★
Career Services Orientations
will be held:
Every Sunday at 4:00 pm
&
Every Tuesday at 10:30 am
Free, 30 minute orientation about
Career Services.
Receive information on:
•Workshops/Resumes/Interviewing
•Career Library Resources
•Additional Services Available as a Registered
Student with Career Services
Open to Everyone!!
Contact Career Services tosign-up!
SSB, Room 13 581-2412
www.jobsrv.eiu.edu
(space is limited to 5 students per orientation.)
TM
Breadsticks only $1.59
w/ any pizza order
Cheesesticks sm $4     med $5    Lrg $6 +tax
20 inch
1 Topping
Pizza
$1099
Large
1 Topping
Pizza
$599
* *  Weekend Specials* *348-5454
+tax+tax
College Pro Painters
is now hiring painters 
& job site managers 
for the summer. 
No experience necessary.  
Work in your home town.  
$6-$10 a hour
Call 1-888-CPP-97US
Friends
&Co
Monday April 6
Martini
Monday
w/ the Astronauts!
509 Van Buren                345-2380
636 W. Lincoln
345-EAT8
10” 
DEEP DISH
1 topping
$5.99
12”
DEEP DISH
1 topping
$8.99
Greek Week
Fri. 4 O’clock club
$3.50 domestic pitchers
$1.00 Keystone
$1.00 Burger
Sat. $3.50 Domestic Pitchers
$2.00 Burger & Fries
‘Wild Things’ cross between Melrose Place,  All My Children
“Wild Things” (rated R), a new
wannabe-film noir from skillful
director John McNaughton (“Mad
Dog and Glory”), succeeds in
being a filthy, big screen version
of “Melrose Place,” a trashy, won-
derfully-bad soap opera.
Set in a fictional Florida coastal
town and filmed in Miami, “Wild
Things” gives us a seamy, convo-
luted story against the back-
ground of the humid Floridian
summer and the Everglades. 
We constantly get shots of alli-
gators to suggest what we should
think of the characters here; a fit-
ting analogy.
The film opens in a high school
auditorium where guidance coun-
selor Sam Lombardo (Matt
Dillon) introduces a presentation
on sex crimes. Enter Kevin Bacon
as Ray Duquette, the head of the
town’s sex crimes division whose
very presence incites dissension
in the crowd as student Suzie
Toller (Neve Campbell, looking
very different than she usually
does) storms out of the room.
How ironic that during the fol-
lowing weekend, Lombardo
would be accused of rape by
Kelly Van Ryan (Denise Richards
of “Starship Troopers”), who just
happens to be the daughter of
the richest woman in town. Suzie
later comes forward and accuses
Lombardo of a similar offense,
leading to a media-hyped trial.
Bacon’s cop-sense knows that
something fishy has transpired
concerning the trial, and his
investigation of the true nature of
the relationship between
Lombardo and his teen-aged
accusers uncovers some startling
things.
That’s about all the plot I can
stand to tell you, and that covers
about 45 minutes of screen time.
After the trial, “Wild Things”
turns into a never ending string
of plot twists and double-crosses
that puts “Days of Our Lives”
and “All My Children” to shame.
Throw in preposterous dia-
logue (“You are finished!” “How
could he do this do this to me?!”
“You skanky b——!”) and appro-
priately melodramatic acting and
you get a recipe for trashy fun.
The middle passage of “Wild
Things” contains the stuff I’m
sure you’ve heard about; the
three-way sex scenes and homo-
erotic kisses involving certain
members of the cast.
There’s also an already-famous
glimpse at all six degrees of Kevin
Bacon, if you know what I mean.
These scenes only further per-
petuate “Wild Things’s” attempt
to be the slimiest, most morally
appalling soap opera ever made.
It works.
None of this should be taken
seriously, something made bla-
tantly clear when we first meet
Lombardo’s defense attorney,
Ken Bowden. Of all people to be
in this movie, Bill Murray plays
the lawyer. This bit of inspired,
off-the-wall casting just sells the
stupidity of this movie even
more.
But the film’s true genius (or
mediocrity?) lies in its ending.
During the credits, McNaughton
gives us scenes explaining the
plot twists that turn throughout
the movie. These scenes, while
unnecessary to the film’s success,
add even more scandal and trash
to a movie laden with it. Great
stuff.
The Florida depicted in “Wild
Things” is lush and sumptuous
thanks to beautiful cinematogra-
phy by Jeffrey L. Kimball (“Top
Gun” and “True Romance”) and
an atmospheric, moody score by
George S. Clinton.
Denise Richards, who could
parlay her performance in this
movie into an audition for
“90210,” has recently been the
queen of great bad movies. Last
year’s “Starship Troopers” was
wonderful crap, a totally manipu-
lative and overblown gorefest. 
Now she’s in this sleazy little
flick, a tribute to melodrama and
film noir that even includes an
homage to that legendary pool
fight between Linda Evans and
Joan Collins on “Dynasty.” 
McNaughton knew what he
was making with “Wild Things,”
and if you go into it expecting
over-the-top dialogue and unbe-
lievable plot developments, you’re
sure to enjoy it (especially the
VERY end, perhaps one of the
most brilliantly horrible scenes
ever captured on film).
“Wild Things” doesn’t amount
to much, but it sure is entertain-
ing.
“Wild Things”
Columbia Pictures
★  ★  ★
by sean stangland
Staff writer
by joshua niziolkewicz
and kevin farrell
Staff writers
Element: Collectible tunes Living in animalhouse.com
The website Animalhouse.com is any-
thing but an animal house.
Animalhouse.com was designed for
college students looking for an enter-
taining, yet informative website to help
with the daily chore of living.
Animalhouse.com offers e-mail, job
sites, classifieds, chat rooms, health top-
ics, reading material, web page guides,
food and movie reviews and much more.
The problem is not the abundance of
material, but the lack of interesting art
and subject matter.
Animalhouse.com is juvenile, and
offers nothing a respecting 18-22-year-
old would be interested in browsing.
Where is the sex, booze and rock ‘n’
roll? This is what most college students
are interested in, and there is none.
When entered, Animalhouse.com
offers the browser a chance to join its
“fraternity.” That’s right, anyone can join
the “fraternity” by entering a screen
name and password. Frequent messages
pop up, welcoming the browser as a
new member of this elite “fraternity.”
Again, what self-respecting college stu-
dent would be interested in these friend-
ly little messages?
Next, the browser is invited to learn
more about any of the rooms in the
“fraternity” house.
Most of the rooms are misleading.
The “library” claims to offer information
about any college campus in the U.S. Of
course Eastern has no entries. It claims
to offer past tests and papers like any
“fraternity” would. Ha.
Animalhouse.com attempts to create
a fun and exciting “scene” as any college
would have. It fails on all attempts.
The graphics and art are condescend-
ing. How many college students want to
look at a skunk among other cute little
animals?
Animalhouse.com falls short in all of
its claims. Improvement could be shown
by offering information in the following
areas: beer, sex and music. Also, if
Animalhouse.com offered any of the
information it claimed to, maybe it
would be worth visiting. It doesn’t, and it
isn’t.
http://www.Animalhouse.com
0 stars
by lauren kraft
Associate Verge editor
